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PADUCAH, KY.. SATURDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 24, 1906.
• ALDERMEN GIVE CORPORATION
STREET LIciff CONTRACT
Seventy-live Lights to Be Furnished By. Paducah
Trrt,n Cenipaiiy If Loiter Board Concurs.'''
Jas. E. wooni. Appointed lifeinbci:
Board of. Public Works.,,
I. 11,••'.: ,
Thla agreement made and ex-
ecuted in duplicate by and be-
tween the city ,of sPaddiada( a
municipal, ,cceporation Mc-
Cracken' cOunty, * kdrIttleke,
party of the first peM therein.
after called the city, and the
Paducah Light and Pow* cont. ,
pony, a esivate , corporation of
the same place, 'Party of the
second part, hensinafter celled
the Company, this day of
Witness**, that id consider-
ation of mutual promises here-
in contained it is agreed be-
tween the parties hereto as fol-
lows, to Wit:
The Company will hula* to
the City at such locations in
the City of Paducah, described
in a general way in the follow-
ing paragraph, as the City may
direct, the service* of seventy-
five (75) Or more seven and
one-half (74) ampere enclosed
alternating current arc lamps
for lighting tbe streets of the
City, and the City agrees to
pay the Conspeny for same at
the rate of sixty-tWo dollars
and fifty ten& (Oa so) per
lamp per year, billa to be ren-
dered and payable ashnthlY itt
the rate of one-twelfth of the
amount each month. A rate-
able deduction will be -made
monthly by the Company from
the amounts due for such
tights as fail to born, in the
proportion dun the total hones
of outages bears to the total
hours called for in de. ached-,
ale of the month in which the
outages occur
The section of the Ciey to be
lighted by the Compaity is;ds- .
scribed in a general way as
that section of the City tying
between Eighth street and the
river, from Madison street to
and including Mechanicsburg,
which is now lighted by lights
on two (2) circuits of the
OW* reagent
It is understood that there
are at the present time in op-
eration some one hundred and
sixty-foes (164) arc lamps and
it is agreed that the seventy-
five (is) lamps above referred
to are to take the place of the
City's lamps in the locality
above described
The Company agrees to buy
and hang new lamps and the
City agrees to remove its
lamps from the locations se-
lected as rapidly as the Com-
pany is 'hie to procure lamps
of the ahernatiag type to take
the place oi lamps so removed.
The City agrees not to re-
quire thp Company to hang its
lamps at greater distance
apart thee two blocks in case
it desires changes in locations
from these already ccoupied by
the Cite', lamps.
The Ceeipany will light and
keep these lights burning on
stach schedule as Miry be adopt-
ed for and operated by the
City, Lighting Plant, except a3
delay may be occasioned by an
act of God, public enemy, fire.
strike. lock-out or unavOidable
, ,
accident.
The term of
shall be for the remainder of
the year 1906 ,and %hall take
effect within Witty (6o) days
from the date of ite, execution
The City agrees to permit
the Company to use the City's
poles, and wires, free of
charge, in that section of the
City in which, the 'seventy-five
lamps are to be bested, the
Company to =blades during
the term of this contract said
poles and titres otnd return
tem at the expiration of the
contract in as goad 'condition
as they are now in, ordinary
wear and tear and tinsweidable
casualty exceeded.
The City agrees during this
period to purchase from the
Company, and the Company
agrees to furnish to the City,
current for all lights used in
its public buildings in acciard—
ance with the rates hereinafter
specified.
The Company will
• the isuamdeacent lightskses,.
mired by the City in its pub-
lic Moldings in eiicesa of the
twenty-See, free lights et the
Otis' Hat' ind five fre4 'lights
at Engine ,Houee Nei ap.as re-
quired by its franchisee at the
rate of soden (7) cents per
1410watt . hour, with a diecount
of 'to per ' tent:, and In 'addi-
tion will, jurnieli free tif COIL.
to the City all incandescent
lamps seguirad for initial In-
atallatk'n or to rePlece burned
out or blackened lamps; bills
to be rendered and payable
monthly.
In Witness whapeof the said
party of the first part has
caused this agreement to be
executed in its behalf and by
its Mayor, and attested by its
Clerk, and the party of the
second part has caused this
agreement to be executed by
its Manager, thereunto duly au-
thorised, this day of
THE CITY OF PADUCAH.
THE PADUCAH LIGHT
AND POWER COMPANY.
At last night's seesion of the skier-
manic board there devellioped into a
reality the rumored publication made
yesterday morning that the ligin
connnittee of the insinkipal boards
had decided upon a compromise Te-
1 port rotative so the . propeeition of
; permitting the Stone at Webster peo-
L -pk to'f9ri4. iota, ;Of, the street
I corner airf ights for this, city The
Cf)rninihke atihrnitted this repo*, to
fl aklermaiiic meeting, and the
thcomonendpitiong therein were
adopted by a vete of 6 lb 1. those
favoring it being Stark', BeR, Farky.
, Patmer, Hank and Oliamblin. while
Alderman Miller wee against the
! idea and voted for the city to cern-
': thine centrolling all of its. liens.
r
' The report as above shows in fell
' the intentions ,cif the' aldenew.wic
: board, and it is yet to be passed on
:.: by the tower bisection its next meet-
ing. i
After the aldermen adopted the re-
pert, General Manager Weedier of
else private corporation, asked for a
special gathering of the council next
...
Tuesday evening in order it can be
seen whether that body warns to con-
cur in what the aldermen did. The
special meeting is ieft to the mayor,
and he does not yet know whether it
will be convenient to aesemble them
at the time mentiened.
The first+ regular business taken up
last evening on convention of the
board was the appointment of a
member of the board of works by
Mayor Yeager' to take the place made
vacant by the ineligibility of Saun-
ders A. Ft:Mike war, had to resign
when ,he moved outside the eit y
lithite, In making the selection the
mayor announced he had chosen
James/ E. Wilhelm, editor and owner
of The Register, and requested that
the appointment be confirmed, which
was done .by a unanimous vote. In
making the selection the mayor
towed he looked over the field well
for a man who would always look
after the best interests of the city and
thought no more befitting chioict
could be made. Although Me. Wit-
helm has been offered a number of
-public appointineete heretofore he al-
wayt declined ork.accottnt of his pr-
vale business demanding all his time
but in this instante decided. to ac-
cept if he, asulkit be of any service
to the Catrallittrity,
rPheraNS at ordinance existing 'mei-
'riding that any huckster and milk
dealer selling their goods in the city
baste to par • municipal license. Ttii
works a hstedeihip on some of thalit
folarrwere who eon* to the city ogy
once a week, they thinking ti/
should not be an contrnelled to
a fuiti license like their conmetit 
t 
who conic in every day. Looking ?at
ward some character of relief bent*
given the matter was referred to the
license tortartittlee entl City Attortrea
Thomas B. Herrisoo.
Genet ea Manager Jahn Bleecker, of
the street car company, was given
permisdion to ritn, hie "hurry troub44"
wagon through the streets as rapidly
as "desiire4 when a break occurs tofurnish the tiolley wires and' they want to
amunnumumesstufaseSstismukuto Istomi atirattA lio as ts°t to rk-
•
*t a:a att lot s_L'- ta 1,
tI) .
ay tra c. reason 1 especial
permisia grant- i because
there prevail's- an ordinrance regulat-
ing, the /peed of vehicles traversing
the public, thiorol!rchfals4s:' '
When- the 6oarit, c;? wokke 'loaned
the city hospital'. the city's steam
street, roller ,to furnish- steam for
heating the hospital the peculiar,_
usage the antler War put to caused
seare atesaas-to othur, which had, to
be repaired. "Nostotheamount of the
damages" wasordered charged up to
the hospital fund'.
The mayor informed ,the hoard that
Artiditot,'s •Agent Fronk, Lucas ihad
brought suit against the city of Padu-
cah, to collect ,five yearra back taxes
claimed due the state on the cerne-
tery, public streets, market/rouse, and
other public ,utilities. Notice of in-
stitution, of the suit was referred to
the city solicitor in order thet
could look after the interest crai i
inuaticipalita. .
There was read the report from
the baard of city supeevisontethowing
the amount of rains they made to
persona+ and realty assessments for
city taxes during their several weeks
session started into the first of the
year. The report was adopted hut
these was lick!. open the valuation
placed on the Cumberland tetephone
plant so the supervisors could again
hear the claim of the company that
the niece:anent was fixed too high.
It was raised by the supervisors frosts
$eacioo so $too,ocio.
High water and rains have w-ashed
away a part of the Baudrer fill, 'out
about West Tennessee street, and the
etreet conwnattee and board of public
works were given power to repair it.
At their meeting two weeks ago
the aldermen rejected the license of
seven satoonloeepers because peoplaof
the, respective neighboelrexxls were
against continuance of the rooftops
in their localities. H. H. Evans, of
Twelfth and Trinthae, was one re-
jected, and now last night he had
Hon. Hai Corbett to place before the
aldermen, the question of re-coneider-
ing the rejecfies and granting him
his ticense. The board refuse
though to do this, ordering that their
original decision of rejection remain
effective and the 'houses be kept
closed. Guy Bennett, of Thirteenth
land Cley, then asked for his licenseback but this was refused also. The
others rejected were present \ to put
in their claims, but seeing the Evans
and Bennett applications turned
down decided not to put in their peti-
t ions
First adoption was given the mean-
ancev proeiding for grading and
graveling Sowell from Athbrook to
Hays, and Hays from Sowell to
'midge sweet, its Mecheniesberg.
Second adoption was given, the
measure stipulating that if anyone
stinted to tire a public ince they
would have to hist get the perseiatade
,-
of the chief of police, and then'ple
$10 license. K' they do not do' so
they wilt be fined\ $50. This measure
is enacted, so as to shut out the die-
'orde'rl'y dances over town.
Final peerage was elven the meas.-
tire providing that 'the Ovvan brothers
franchiee be renewed They operate
a ferryboat between he and the
Illinois landings opposite.
Merril:ate Palmer had brought in an
ordinance providing that all factories
locating here should be exempted for
five years taxes as an inducement to
establish in- Faducah. The measure
was unwisely drawn though
its wording leaving it so anyone
could come .here, buy TOO acres of
kitty ground here, buy ion acres of
torie employing five men, and then
get fa exernotione for' the 'eantire
valuation of the ground. Neither
did it pttsvide that the factories
should work any certain number of
men cproinueusla before they could
eike advantage (if the exemption. Th.:
balance of the board elestight . the
measure a had one like drawn up
awl referred it back to the ordinance
ecemnittee.
- R. L, Tate, the boron-maker, com-
plained to tha board that $35 per
year wan too much eirt charge him es
city license to do business. Hi, pro-
test was referred to the license com-
mittee, as were the complaints 0
cigar (manufacturers who pay the
same amount.
Mayor Yeaser piosteatad a letter
from C. C. Rose, local commission-
er for the Kentucky and Tennessee
Board of Fare Underwriters, who re
quested eat' When the city electrical
inspectotraintat dbosen itia succeed W.
J. Gaselorf, who resigned and went
to Louisvidle, that a good, montl
man be named. This communieation
was referred to tilt fire committee
for reference When the appointment
is trade. C 0. Evertz is filling tits
place temporarily.
There was‘referred back for aotne
change, the ordinanne creating Vila
office of "city buyer," who is to get
$75 per month and buy everything
needed in any of the municipal de-
partments, instead of letting it be
bought at random by any and every-
body. Alderrnont Miiter no the father
of this excellent measure, which will
ssfil# much money'. : . • i
Chairmen Hank ipteerhteds 4 bid,
..a,
I
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shoeing a Jamestown, N. Y., oon-
mem would, fug-Mall fine metal shelve:,
for the vault in City Clerk Bailey's
ffiee for $47o. The board decided
not to awardl the contract just yet.
The fire committee was &recited to
examine tbe two brick buildings at
118 and. too iaroadwoy, it,fbeing 're-
ported that the fronts are in a dew
gerotre condition and liable to fall
down.
Schulte 8.r. Rickman,. of itot South
Tentra istreete, w ant tee move. 'their' sa-
loif icuientis and. Jackson street,
and pernissioe,was given to transfer
the license to the new number.
A. V. Bauer swas the first of ehis
year 
business 
atrefosed 4:ale:on license to dob
latcause it was 
areautHgalri,
tweity-one yea 
lisW4s iTot
)*w lit'
father pute in an affidavit certifying
W• 1g rid the, aldermen
was grunted the
resolution, stipulating that June 3oth'
there will be taken away the license'
cif any hrilblittiteeper wtso he,  been•
guilty 'between ikatv and then If
 vio-
lating any of the thy laws. Viola-
tions by bartenders or clerks is suf •
ficient for refusal of a licanse.
The waterworks, emoparty was:
strtscted to extendesits, uaderground
maims out Jones? .street from the
point where they now end, goo feet
seeetwand.
Mee. ,M. D. Kelly during 1852
bought an Oak Grove lot and hen
deed for same Was burned. She now
wane, another and the cemetery. cent
(Continued on Page Five.)
BJG BOODLER DEAD
LIMN'S BATTERY IS
FORMER PRESIDENT St LOUIS
MIX) SUBURBAN 
-*RAILWAY
DIES IN NEW YORK.
Discovery of His Connection With
Corrupt Conspiracy Caused Him
to Be Ostracized in Society.
St- Loan, Mo., Feb. 23.—C1atirfeS
H. Turner, formerly pendent of the
St. Louis and Suburban Railway
company, whose confession of a plot
to ,bribe the St. Laois hoes* of dele-
gates catteed the bit beadle sensation
itY this cagy, resulting in several IR
the members of the house combine
being sent to the penitentiary, died
in New York today.
ismer WaS OfWe On or die
leader, in ,St. Ixotis, was
pal moved in the
rot* oicietty and batti-
k', , trai tiop ;with the
hOwnever, and the cad-
clone** Milidle by the trials of bond-
ter, caused Mr. Turner to be ostra-
cited from society and business. His
drafilU it bailived, 'was caused by
worry over the boodle affair, for he
bed Was its poor health awe the ex,
pose. When Mr. Turner left here for
New York recently he was suffering
a general breakdown.
Ttirns State's Evidence.
When ate boodle conspiracy was
tmeatthed by James Mt ("Red") Gal-
vin, a reporter, since dead, and the
facts given to Gov. J. W. Folk who
wets then circuit attorney, Turner,
trembling with fear, whight Prose-
cutor Folk arid confessed a conspir-
acy. to b-ribe the house combine that
startled the nation. Turner told how
$135,000 had been locked, in a safety
deposit box to -be divided among the
ditilagateit when they had passed a
bill granting a vaetrable franchise to
the Suburban Railway company.
Starts Big Boodle Expose.
Turner gave Folk every detail of
the plot and then diselosted the- fact
that there had been a disagreement
about the-diva/ion of the boor* fond
midi it ens tried up in the deposit box,
two men having different keys and
neither being able to get into the
boot without the. other being there. ,
This started the bije hoot* expose
and incidentaily put Folk in the gov-
ernor', chair. Turner turned- state's
evidence against hie partners in the
railway ccttnpany and wits protected
by the law which later sent several
men to prison.
Ellis Wainwright, the millionaire
brewer who was party to flre deal
with Turner, vase made a fugitive
horn justice and is now living in
Europe. Henry. Nicolitue, another
millionaire brewer
' 
whin' ,was security
with Trainer for the imount of the
boodle Itsundt dile tried but was ac-
quitted.
'Chatiee H. Terrier was at one time
one time one of the moo, influential
busine,smen in the city. He assisted
in organizing several of the lirgest
finest:is. concerns, *meal of which
are now considared among the
strongest in St. Louis.
Until recent rears tie was' difector
i inhany ttotpcsiallotte, add nits for
,
FREV"-""a'
ITRAINED ON BIG CRAFTERS
; laa. .._. 'a C: 
'
, POLITICAL THIEVES ,AT CLUB SINQUET EtECLARED
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP IN CHICAGO WS ONLY RE-
LIEF PEOPLE 1.11AD FROM CORRUPT COUNCIL.
*
'Peoria, Ill., Feb. 23.--eThomat, W.
Lawson of Boston, 
-author of
",Erenziect Finane4" was the principal
speaker fast night at the annual Creve
Coeur banquet, held in the Coliseum.
Mfr. Lawton assailed the system right
and left for its operations- in assum-
ing watrol of thepeople's interests
and Olsen turned his ,attention to the
ineurance world, declaring .that • much
as 'has been accomplished., much more
is to be expected.
Lawson Talkaion "Enemies."
:Me. Lawson's toast was "The. En-
emy and the Enemies the Enemy
Has Made" and, in part he said: "Not
for one moment would I have you
think I regard myself an the agent
of the mighty insurrection against
graft that has broken out in this
country, but, run over the tremend-
ous series of -happenings that have
accompartied my narrative during the
twerrta-one months of its telling.
"When my story began the great,
cruel system was in its heyday. Its
votaries were only exercised with
only one branch of their nefarioes
task—bow to tind places in wihich to
store the countless millions they
were making as. the magician makes
dwelt% rabbits and other creatures
out of the air and water.
"Not a cloud was irr their sky.
They bad the Anse:jean perrple, just
where thee mounted them—busy as
bees in their labors of extracting
hooey from alit the marvelous flowers
with which God Almighty bad
adorned their wonderast country;
busy as bees and as ignorant of the
processes- by which the fruits of their
labors were WI brutally appropriated.
"The first definite result of my
work: was the breaking, lor ,the first
time in its history Of the contenete
one adence of Standard Oil. 'It is-
sued an official proclamation to the
people toying in substance that I
was a tiernead StanderthmEtit-a-riein,
honest, law-abiding citizen."
Graft Continuos. ,
"In the insurance campaign much
has been accomplithed, but more te-
npins to do. Right at this moment,
when cat the world is aroused over
the wrongdoing and rottenness ex-
posed in connection with these great
instatntioes, Rogers, Ryan and Mor-
gan have boalla reached out arel
taken forcible possession of the 'big
three, . and are organizing to rip
and hold them mote completely thart
ever before.
"Think of whiat this means. Be-
fore our eyes the McCurdys. McCall,
and Alexander', the men who in the
past served a, the tools of the great
freebooters in their pillage schemes.
are dying and dead, yet undeterred
by their fate, these men are in their
midst of a campaign to obtain peoocies.
for dummies of. their, own section,
who, if elected, will enable them to
clinch their grip on the vast fund's
which represent your savings and the
livetabood of your families should you
die.
-Not oirty that, but this campaigte
i, being paid for out of the allicte
holders' funds. It is costing you
hundreds and thousands of dollars to
allow the *Morgan, and Rogers' and
Ryan's and Rockefeliere to elect these
dummies of theirs, and you can die-
pend on it that if they •utectd tact,
Will resume Attie robberies of the
past upon a really gigantic scale.
"Furthermore, the seners of the
vast fortunes are using them to per-
petuate their ownership and protect
themselves and heirs from pun-
ishment for their illegal acts, and in
doing se. are 'corrupting the base-
making and law-achitinistering ma-
chinery of our nation.
"Incredible, you say? I say it is
true. Lee me give you an illustration.
Stuyvesent Fish, presideat of the Illi-
nois Central Railroad, was one of the
honest directors of the Mutual. He
demanded an investigation from the
article. Roger's,' who is- in control,
with one of 'his dummies as preeident,
aid, not dare to have the invesstigation
smothered, and Fish, appalled at the
crimes .he had discovered, has just
resigned.
"I will show that the men now in
control of these two great companies
are, and have been, compared with
McCall's, McCurdy's, Alexanders and
Hades., as tigers are to fleas, and I
mepledetigen gyto,ne.0 tshksa t fit pbeatc:tr blaste dinbundsa nnual
handwriting on the wall, now but
faint and indistinct to the majority
of the people in this country, will be
as though written in letters of fire."
I Reviews Progress of Reform. 4Mr. Lawson recounted the awaken-
ing, of the country, the reforms that
have come to the country, the re-
forms 'that have come to New York,
Bditton, Phitadelphia- Chicago, in
Wisconsin, in Miinneeota, Florida and
of the operation's of time system in
Kaneas.
"Ohiratgo arose anti surprised the
wared by tUrnink out the organized
grafters and political. partiee and pro-.
iciairributrigI 
ant
 tho
fact 
ehu.for municipal ownership.Nstom.
nemunicipithe_al o 4040t04oemwnership-
the greatest city in your state 'und
vent for their feelinee in municipal
*ownership means nothing 'more than
that they spoke, and in impnanive
tones. If it had not - been something
else, Which only means that they had
begun DO feel the fetters. .
"Next came Philadelphia, where
the people arose between night and
Morning and marched throtigth rb
street inmobs—but lew-abidina
mobs—but law-abiding mobs drove
out of their stronghold, the most
snugly enriched band of political
grafters this country hag ever seen,
Hits Standard Oil.
"Soon came an overturn in Florida,
notiorotesly bogs ridden by the Flag-
tees and Standard Oil clique, when
one man, a fearless citizen, Napoleon
B. Brownard, rose out of the ranks
of she people tad in 'hisi iregtimed
tugboat 'overalls stumped' the state
and was elected! governor for four
years.
"In New York the fearless Jerome.
turned down by each and all differ-
totisadaehri  political' parties otev , toset 
to 
enTlected with
"lat Wisconsin you knew what La-
Fing bk.lksatceis doing, with tire people ath
"These are bus few inetancee of
how, during the past twenty-one
months, the people have tbown the
spirit that is in- them."a
HART KNOCKED OUT.
At Lo, Angeles, California, last
nigat Tommy Burns knocked out
Marvin Hart, the Kentucky heavy •
weight, in the twentieth round.
According to the report recerted
here the fight was fent and furious.
Bores was she cleverest arid laid
punch that dries the work.
Hart watt a staring favorite at to
to 8. Some bete were made that he
would win in 'fifteen rounds. atirea
weighed about 170 pound's and Hart
itt5. The result 'gives Burns( the ti-
tle of heavyweight champion of the
world. his next opponent will prob-
ably be -O'Brien and this should be
a whirlwind bout.
The result last night was a great
surprise to the retorts in Paducah as
they predicted Hart would have no
trouble in putting- Burns, away.
about ten years
Louis Sr Suburban Railway company.
Re assumed charge of the road when
Lee I.-ligginson & Gp. bought the St.
Lotus Cable 8r Westetn Raileeact,
and reorganized it under the tame
which the company now bolds.
Mk. Turner was born in St. Dottie
fie received, a liberal education, and
following his graduation from one
of the Eastern colleges, embarked in
the real estate .business with his
father, Major Henry S. Turner, one
of the pioneer settlers of St. Louis.
At the death of Atajor . Turnee,
president of the St. ()harles and Capt. 'Thomas, Tamer,
his brother, become partners. With
the death of Thomas, about seven
year, ago, Charles Turner took Law-
rence Pieroe in. as a business aeon.
elate.
With Mr. Pierce Me. Turner organ-
ized the, Commonwealth Trust corn.
pany, Mr. Turner becoming prelim.
dent, which position he field for sev-
eral years. Before the organization
of the Cotnenonwealth Trust enure
',any be was- a direefer ift the Me-
c'hanice' Batik and the Mississippi
Trust- company.
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TO WORSHIP SUNDAY
WHEN ANDATHERE
"Two Masters' will bs preached
on tomorrow morning by Rev. E. H.
Cunningham, at the Second Baotist
church. At the evenints hour his
theme will be "Soul Winning."
North Twelfth Mission.
Sunday &chow voorship will be
held at 3 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon at the North Twelfth street
Baptist Mission church.
sid AThird Street Methodist.
"The Burning Bush" will be spoken
of tomorrow morning by Rev. Peter
Fields, at the Third street Methodist
church. He has not yet selected his
subject for the evening worship.
Missionary Society.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
Junior Wlardlen Miedsialtiary Society
of the 13roadlway Methodist church
will meet with Miss Adine Morton,
of 612 Broadway.
German Lutheran.
Rev. ./).. L. Ilten, of the German
Lutheran church, of South Fifth
street, will preach in the German
language•at io:3o o'clock tomorrow
morning. At night he talks in the
English language on "The Lord's
Supper."
11••••=own•m•
First Christian.
There will be only the regular
Sunday-school services and coms
niunion tomorrow morning at the
First Christian chords The board
of officials for this congregation has
never yet called a pastor to take Mr.
Pinkerton's place.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First Pres-
l!yterian church, midi 'tomorrow
, morning us‘e as his topic, "Paradise
Lost." At the evening hour the
pulpit will be occupied by Rev. John
L. Stuart, the presbyterian mission-
ary in China who is sojourning in
-this city.
Mission Revival.
At the Rescue Nflission, of South
Third street yesterday there started
a revival under supervision of Rev.
F. A. Garland of Snithland, E. C.
Deep, of Calvert City and Irving
Starr, of Alton, IC Services will be
held each afternoon at 4:30 o'clock,
and each evening at 7:30 o'clock. •
Mechanicsburg Mission.
Tomorrow afternoor. at 2 • ,i0
o'clock Sunday school will be .on
ducted in the Mtchanicsburs Chris-
tian Mission church. A cordial in-
vitation is extended everybody oi
that vicinity to participate, the
school now numbering about 150 and
gradually growing, although only a
few weeks odd.
Pastor Absent.
Rev. E. IL Eishman, of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian chttroh, is still
in Tennessee at the. bedside of his
sick wife, who has been ailing ser-
iously the past week. On account of
his absence no preaching will by held
at that church tomorrow morning or
evening. The Sunday school and
Christian Endeavor sessions wild be
conducted.
West End-Tenn. St. Mission.
Sunda ,chisil service, will be held
4111••••
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
in the, West End
-Tennessee -street
Methodist Mission, while an hour
later Rev. T. J. Owen wild preach.
When the church was organized sev-
eral week s ago services were held
at the Sot:so-land residence of that
vicinity, but the congregation has
been able to get an empty storeroom
nearby and rented it. The worships
will all be held there hereafter.
Broadway Methodist.
Tomorrow morn:ss; the Broad-
way Methodist church Rev. T. J.
Newell will preach on "The Methods
of Spirit Culture."
First Baptist Church.
The revival continues at the First
Baptist churvit and probabilities are
that again tomorrow there will be
brought up the question of bringing
them to a close. This has been
brought up for several Sundays but
the spirit evidiencing a continuation
for the meeting it has been carried
on. Rev. J. S. Cheek is expected to
come back sometime next week from
Hot Springs, Ark., where he has been
enjoying a deserved rest,
Evangelizal.
Rev. William Doliroain. of tht
Lvanitersal chewed, .m South foth
street, s tomorosw mooting ..ressli
on "Sustaining Faith* in tie Or-
man language, wh:lt in ths English
tongue lie speaks on "Duties To-
sards Self and Others." Tomorrow
looming there wit se insol':ed Mr
Charles' Smith, the newly elected
pesident chosen Z...) th-. sacaocy
coated in this ()hi, s by the remit
death of the late Mr. George Rock.
Mr. John Rock, the new director.
will also be installed', he taking the
place made vacant on the board when
Ms. Smith was designated, as presi-
dent.
End of First Week.
This evening ends the first week of
the passion that was started last
Sunday morning at Grace Episcopal
church by Bishop Woodcock, who
has proven such a forceful and effec-
tive divine that reaps plainly the re-'
cults his able labors merit. He has
been holding services three times
a day all this week, and all were at
tended by large congregations, Which
have grown nightly. The mission
will continue until the last of this
month. Tomorrow afternoon at 3
&clock the bishop will conduct a
gathering especially for men at the
church.
Tenth Street Christian.
Tomorrow morning •at the Tenth
street Christian church Rev. John L.
Stuart will preach, del;vering a talk
regarding his thirty yea-s experience
as a foreign m;s:oonary of the Pres-
loterian denomination in Chino • He
is one of the most entertainins and
irstructive talkers ever appearing
here, and has :ern greet oi with over-
flowing congregations eat), .1-nt
preached Ile leaves next Toiesday
foi a visit in .iouthern point,. in the
evening tool irrow Rev. D. V. Paso
of the Yetoh street shush. will
rocach on ‘Tt‘e Divine Method ktft
Rescue." The first Sunday next
month Rev. Bass will take up a big
free will offering for inissionary
purposes at his church.
WOULD DISINHERIT ALL
THE SONS OF RICH MEN.
Schnectasly N. Y., Feb. 23. —I n
an address before the Labor Lyceum.
John. L. March, professor of. modsro
LIISllages at Union college, said that
a man's estate should pass at his
death -14o the control of the stats
and be sold immediately for the ben-
efit of the widow, .leaving the chil-
dren unprovisltit fez% thereby giving
 ountry the minds of many rich
men's sons, who, because they in-
herit wealth, do not apply themselves
to Meatless.
Prof. .NIaroli's ads:seta was on "Ths
Inheritance of Property." He spoke
of the Actors, Vanderbilt', Rochefel-
lers and other 'rich-families to prove
that if rich men's son, wore pin un-
der the lash of necessity the world
would he benefited.
BACHELORS HAVE FORMED TRUST
Mahoney City, Pa., Feb. 21.—Tne
Bachelors' Amusement society of
Yorktown, an association formed for
the purpose of discouraging matri-
nroony, was organized in Hoeack
where the bachelors were visited by
a delegation of spinsters desirous of
procuring co-operation the organ-
ization of an old mlafids' auxiliary.
The request of the spinsters was re-
fused.
The Bachelors' Amosetnent society
denies the right to all members to
flirt, ogle, talk, walk or hold hands
with persons of the opposite sex.
IBefore a candidate shall be admit-
sted to membership he is required to
subscribe to the following oaths
"1 swear or affirm that I will never
marry while a member of the club
and that I will sign a petition to be
sent to congress ingino the adoption
of a taw limiting marriage to She
healthy and wealthy." - •
Presfident Adams in his recent ad-
dress said: "Molly can pay the car
'fares, sissy can sing his love songs,
but not so with 'me, gentlemen, for
they have no brains.. Have you ever
rd a sissy? They talk of love, of
how it thrills their very souls, of
bow in the stillness of th emidnightl
hour visions of a lovely face rise up
in their mind's eye. But love, dear
comrades, is but pastime for fools
and they are bug, gentlemen.
"What is woman that we should
adore her? Wy .sould we supp rt
her? If woman must life Let her earn
that living herself. We most protect
ourselves and assist others.--we who
are living in an age of softies, pink
teas and sociables. They may call
you a. cheap sort or say you are too
ugly, anyhow, but mind them not,
for they are bat complemients from,
a jealous mind.
"In. conclusion, I would say, stick
to this society, observe and keep its
by-laws, save your money and when
you are old and gray, instead of be-
ing bowl about by sassy children
you will be happy and contented."
Mr. Cannon not long ago received
a letter from a prominent Washing-
ton hostess who asked him to com-
pel members of congress to state in
their official biography which appears
annually in the Congressional Dieec.
/
tory hether or not they v'-ere mar-
ried. The' hostess complained that
she had been entertaining certain
young statesmen under the impres-
sion that they were unwed in their
home cities. She thought Me. Can-
non ought to be held responsible for
such impostors and she suggested the
remedy.
Carpenters Ask for Increase.
The carpenters and jo nets of May
field will soon make a demand for
a nine 'hour schedule of work, but
ask for a ten hour pay. A printed
notice has been issued signed by 31
carpenters to that effect, which reads
as follows:
"We, undersigned carpenters and
joiners, do herleby agree and demand
that, after the first day of April,
1906, nine hours shall constitute a
day's work for the same money as
ten hours heretofore; and do hereby
agree that if any work be done coh-
er than for a contractor he shall
charge for double time. This means
stick."
STEAMBOAT
INSPECTOR
GREEN AND hLcDONALD AR-
RIVE HERE TO EXAMINE
BOATS.
Have Not Yet Announced Their De-
cision in the Pilot Charles
Davis Case.
•••••••
Inspectors Green and McDonalt4
of steamboat hulls and boilers, ar-
rived! here yesterday morning to in-
spect several boats. Ye,sterday they
made a thorough examination of the
Royal and found its boilers and hull
in first class Shape and issued papers
to that effect. After doing that they
went down to Joppa, Ill., to examine
she Nellie, which is haying there.
They will come back this morning
from that city, and then inspect the
J. M. Johnson, which is the new tow-
boa just completed upon the dry
docks at *he foot of Jefferson street
by Superintendent Young Taylor.
It is one of the trimmest crafts
around these waters.
Inspectors Green and McDonald
have not yet announced their deci-
sion in the Pilot Charles Davis case,
but will probably do so upon this
trip. They were here last Monday
and heard all the evidence in the ac-
tion but reserved their opinion.
Davis was pilot upon the steam-
boat Pavonia, which one day last
December started from the bank at
the foot of Kentucky avenue over
towards Owen's island Out in the
middle of the Tennessee river the
craft collided with the towboat Cas-
talia, which was coming up from
Brookport with a tow of barges.
Charges Were afterwards preferred
against Davis., charging him with a
cialation of the maritime laws and
regulations.
can discover all that is knowable or
Puryear, of Abstract Cosknows or
discoverable about your title.
WILL BUILD
WEST KENTUCKY COAL COM-
PANY TO CONSTRUCT
LINE. ,
\,
Proposes to Build Line to Clay—
Several Routes Are Under
Consideration.
Through Their local attorney, P.
If. Winston, the big West Kenoucky
Coal company at a special meeting
io she Lindie hall, presented a new
railroad proposition to the citizens,
asking their influence in securing
right of way from Sturgis to Clay
where the road would connect with
the new M. & A., says the Sturgis
News.
N'is financial support was solicited,
and it goes without saying the citi-
zens embraced the new plan with
alacrity and readily granted the rea-
sonable request of the coal company.
Several routes are under consider-
at on, and so soon as one is selected
the citizens will go to work in earn-
est to aid the enterprising company
in securing the right of way, which
should be no difficult matter seeing
the inestimable benefit the proposed
road would be to every phoperty
owner on the route.
It is quite probable this road
would be extended to Shawneetown,
HI., and besides the I. C. and the
M & A. connections, Scergis would
have the great advantage from tap-
ping the Ohio river and two great
railroad systems to Shawneetovnas
The busies" committee of else Ns-
tional Muni-oipail league has stecidet
to hold the next annual meeting of
the league at Atlantic City 'April 24
to 27.
Low Rates to California and to
Northwest
Tickets will be on sale daily until
March 7th, one-way serniad-class
limited from Paducah to San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles and caber points
in California for $33.00, to Portland.
Oregon, Tacoma arid Seattle, Wash.,
$35.30, Spokane, $328o; Helena,
Butte, Missoula, Mont., Odgen and
Salt Lake city $3t.3o; Billing,, Mont.
$26.3o, and other points in propor
Pion.
For further patticulars apply to J.
T. Donovan, agent, or G. C. War-
field, T. A., Union depot, Paducah,
Ky
....The iLargest Fortunesm
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MDUCAH REAL EST. Y. WESTERN KENTUCKY YAM, EAEV
MONTHLY PAY1VIEN14 LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRIM LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
EDG.4414 warrirEmoots. 110,
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE srma, SUN OF ONLY 63 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLU
sIAL DESIGNS THAT OtHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pi..
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ti.4c PER SINGLE ROLI
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL'
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT se, roe, 15t. spa
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVYABLE
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS DV
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE.
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKLAND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
OIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
LiMM
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
-
J E COULSCYN-
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Ilot Water Heating.
Mon 133. 529 Broadway.
Undertakers ana Embalmers,
13o SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. 106-
MAIM,
  
[FINGER & CO. 
'Nano Washingeishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms Estimates free
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 323 Kentucky Avenue.
Abram L. Weil &Cc>
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boler-
Campbell 13lock.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726.
-%•-kyauAfAmia14-tfAmpspvEtalia
IMPORTANT,5ol000
r36666
ots
It ii poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS gt
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
L. WOLFF It
iswmworimMF
 NSW VS Wwwzr!
L. L. BEBOUT
J.
Jeweler
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurtince
Office :•306 Broadway Phones:Office 385--Residence 1696
I.
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Baseball I
The I4anville base ball club of the
'Kitty league has been incorporated
for $5,00o, the incorporators being C.
J. Levering, P. F. Burns and C. L.
Sandusky.
Allattison, last season's catcher for
Vincennes, is demanding a National
league salary for this season and
s he will not join the team unless
-it- is forthcoming.
Cairo papers have set up the cry
that their team should have a name
euphonious and sweet. Yesttrday a
esred that it inigl.t ie . to
-dub the "Camels" because of
the hump v‘ihich they have always
display /slat tsxm Star.
It is romoredl that other towns
have appdiedi the cognomen of "Grape
Creelceriv" to the locale. Others 9ay
it ahoukt be "Old Soldiers," but as
the ,season opens it will probably sim-
mer down to "Vets."—Danville
Democrat.
At a meeting [held in this city last
night, as predicted exclusively in yes-
terday's Journal-Gaziette, John Berry-
hill of Lebanon, Ind., was officially
made the manager of the Mattrxm-
Charteaton Kitty league team, and
today began to look around for ma-
terial with which to fill out his t'e'am
—Niattoun Jcnirnal-Gazette.
•••=f1•14.
Sammy Van Sickles of Aurotz
Ind., has signed to catch with
Danville team of the "Kitty" league.
Van Sickle, caught for the Lebanon,
team hst season He finished
die seism with a blatti average of
sm. He recently e.m.bd a rec-
ord for himself in tbe rine by knock-
ing out Harry Neat in 38 siecoixbs, of
what was to have been a fifteen-
sound contest.
Arthur bong has signed with Russ
Hall to play with Seattle in the
Pacific Coast league. Seattle is a
— long way from Kentucky and there
are two ranges of mountains and sev-
eral wide and deep rivers. Some
players that were advanced tickets
as far beck as 1898 are still on the
roar —not playing balk, but shoot-
ing biscuits, dragging mops in bar
• rooms, 'etc. They unlike the cat,
couldn't come back.
-Vincennes is now on the "uncer-
tain" bench. A number of last year's
'shyers may not appear this season
and the newspapers of that city are
wondering what Kolb will do as he
has but one pitcher that will likely
make good; he has not yet captured
a catcher or second baseman. Mean-
while Cairo is getting together a
v yin bunch of players and is going
to make some of the Kitty teams
look like thirty cents before the
neanon is oven—Princeton Democrat.
Andrew Larsen in a ktter to Mr.
McCarthy received yesterday, ex-
presses a desire to come back to
Cairo and play in the outer garden.
There is no question about his ability
es a fielder, speed on the bases and
hits batting eye. 'The only thing
against him is his "rubber-legging"
'of last lea•oll, which hes not proven
profitable. Mr. MicOardiy is unde-
cided as yet what to do in Larsen's
case, but he win not act hastily, hav-
ing a taut string to the sensational,
dare-devil little outlieder.—Cairo
EffOrts will be made by the sched-
ule committee to throw as many
Sunday games as possible to Dan-
ville and Mattoon. This should give
Vincennes the majoritT of the holi-
day games.—Vincennes Capital,. The
Paducah miatranerment should not
*end for any such a thing. This
is as good a Sunday town as, any
wif thenx if not better. Last year
Paducah got the worst of the ,sched-
ule, not a holiday game tieing played
here. Paducah has sacrafieed at all
timea to keep the league intact but
enough is enough. It is predicted
by the 0.114nd that the schedule will
7ie framed in Cairo by one Farnbaker.
who will give a young lady of that
city the credit of getting it up. "In
" fact he already has publiehed the fact
that tale girl's picture will be pub-
lished in the metropolitan papers,
along with her athediule. And if
Farebakier compiles it Paducah will
again get the worst of it.
There is some mistake in regard to
the suits to be worn by the Kitty
league. The 'sporting editor of the
Bulletin was the author of the mo-
tion that was adopted at the St.
'Loins meeting. It calls for home
teams to wear white suits and a blue
gray While on the road. These are
the same colors used by the Ameri-
can aseociation. Thie matter of Trim-
which applies to lettering on
the Shirts, belts, caps and hosiery, is
a matter left entireiy with each
team, hot if. the climbs are wise they
will leave red alone, a, the ccsidr
evill run into the white, while the
dark, navy indigo blue will stand
up. Red dye in cottons and linens
is the thing, while in wools, out of
whiclh the uniforms are made, it is
the very reverse. Above all means
have the uniforms made two or three
*ins large for the Men. Watthing
V.
will no matter how, careful it is
done, cause' then b to shrink and thick-
en until they become like a Piece of
'buckskiirt.—Cairo
Tie poor benighted sporting eittor
of the Evansville Courier has had an
awful time in the past attempting to
convince the readers of his rot that
the Kitty league is dead. Poor chump,
'he at last begins to realize that Terre
Haute and Evansville are jack-potted
by good Kitty cities. With grand
Rapids, the best town in the Central
association, and Wheeling the
next best in the Ohio and Penn-
),1‘itania, there'll be nothing left for
Terre Haute and Evansville but to
knock at the Kitty's d>or and' beg to
be admitted. Cairo and Paducah had
esperience as members cf the Centv.1
in t07 with the Honentots anl'
Dutch from Vanderbing county.
Both Evansville and Terre Haute
"busted' wide onen while and
l'aducali Cie season
their teams, playing independent ball.
Evansville never vas a paying town,
even when she won the pennant
many years ago in the. Southern
league.
ACTOR ARRESTED
PRATT PAID PRYOR BOARD
BILL AFTER BEING
ARRESTED.
Plaintiff Given Judgment in Suit of
George Goodman Against Chas.
.m•m••••••••,....
An actor named Pratt was yetser•
day morning arrested by Constabl.t
Thomas Langdion on a warrant got-
ten out in the court of Justice Chas.
Emery at the instance of Mr. Pryor,
the boardinghouse keeper of North
Eight street near Mienroe. Pratt
is as charged wstti attempting to de-
fraud 'Iris board bill of jto.50. After
he was arrested he paid up the
amount and was released. Mr. Pry-
or claims Pratt tried to get away
without paying the 611111 and
boarding house man chased him to
the Union depot several times,
where Pratt was turned back and
finally, arrested. He had a ticket for
New Orleans and was preparing to
depart. His wife is the daughter of
Actoe Bourne, who was fataUy burn-
ed when the Casino was desgroyel
by fire nine years ago in Rowland-
town.
Liquor Case.
Justice Emery gave judgment for
plaintiff in the suit of George Good-
man against Charter Smiley for
lat. to Goodman ',aimed due for
whisky sold the defendant who kept
a saloon at 120 Kentucky avenue un-
til the aldermen took his license
away from him two week, ago. The
amount of the judgment in this one
wan eatefied out of the $75 Smile;
had put up before the aldermen for
his saloon license, and which deposit
wasi attached in the magisterial court
to satisfy the whisky claim. The
balance of the money, in emcees of
the debt waas turned over to Smiley.
Wants Recenite.
The Norfolk Iron Works has filed
a suit in the circuit' court at May-
fidd against the Mayfield Water and
Light company for ji,584.87 arrd
asked that the water company be
placed in the hand* of a receiver.
The Rock estate of this city owns
big stock in the water and light corn
pany but knows nothing of the ac-
tion than that published.
Has Not Given Bond
Lon Rollins is still in the county
jail not having executed bond yes-
terday, as the announced Ise would
He is the young man arrested in
Ballard county the night before and
brought here, having been itidicted
on nthe charge of mutilating the, mail
box standing in (mare of the resi-
dence of M. 0. P. Poole, of the
rural route out of Bandana.
Alleged Bootlegger.
111111111111W  MINN
Ben Coley, white, of the Clark's
river section of the county, has been
arnested and iheld over to the federal
grand jury by Commissioner Armour
Gardner on the charge of bootleg-
ging.
Bankrupt's Petition.
Will Jones, of the city, filed a pe-
tition in bankruptcy yesterday giv-
ing only $06 liabilities, and four
creditions, dwee of whom are the lo-
cal credit compatecta that loaned
him money.
BOYS AT HOME
Paducah Lade Return From Kanka-
kee, Where College Burned.
John and Prank Donovan, John
Lagonraminio and James Malvin yes-
terday morning arrived from Kanka-
kee, Ill., where their college burned. J
Young Mulein and Jelin Donovan
lost all their clothing except that
being worm at the time, of the fire,
while young Lagioniargino saved'i
much of his stuff. _ Frank co
rescued his trunk and everything
from the burning buildfng and wa-
helpirvg the othees when the roof fell
and drove the bons from the Struc-
ture.
RAGGING PAINS? ReadThis "I had dragging pains and fall-ing womb," writes Mrs. Ina Baytesof Sherwood, Tenn. "My healthwas bad and I could hardly do my
work. Cardui cured me."
Women suffer agonies from pains of which men have no comprehension. One of
these is that awful, bearing-down or dragging pain, which so often, in some women, forms
a part of the monthly sickness, and in others continues from month to month, week to week,
day to day, till death itself would often be welcomed as a relief. What does it mean? It
means, probably, that your womb is bent, twisted, turned inside out, or falling down, as a
result of a c&tain weakness of those muscular fibers, which are supposed to keep it straight
and hold it in place. It means, that if you do not take immediate steps to cure this trouble
you may become an invalid for life. It means, that you r-r_:.74: 1^SCI 7.0 ti710, t".1t. 7,0 for relief
and cure, to the one medicine which will be sure to benefit and cure you, as it has bene-
fited and cured a million other happy, rejoicing women, viz:
WRITE US
A limit
freely and frankly, in strictest confidence, Wing
us all your symptoms and troubles. We send
free advice On plain sealed envelope) how to cure
them. Address: Ladles' Advisory Dept., The
Chattanooga Midas Co., Chattanooga, T.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Special matcursion Rates.
On February aotn, 19°6, The Illinois
Central Railroad company, will sell
tickets at extremely low home seek-
ers' excursion rates from Pachicah to
various points in Mississippi, Louis-
iana, Mexico, Kansas, Missiouri, In-
dian Territory Texas, Nebraska,
North and South Dakota and to
other territory in the West and
South, tickets good for 11 days to
return, and for stop-overs on the go-
ing trip.
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Eery person who sends one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo , and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture. 24 by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
WINE CAR ReliefWomas's
dollar and having their time...marked s. p.
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subscription, at once,
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter
bank draft. Do not
checks. Write names
plainly, and address.
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
or
send personal
and addresses
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier
-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Quests.
The Courier-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad' nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville. July
of the Bride irons the Home of 12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
Washington." This picture is' a tucky Home," August 29. To give
direct reproduction"tom the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is made on a tine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an unconsmon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc. 
other necessary expnses. There may
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the 
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.'
oldest and best semi-weekly 
g-
family Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,l
paper in the courftry, and Farm Pro 
ress, which is also published by The 
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
Republic, is :he fastest-growing farm 
details of the tour.
monthdy in America. Remember,
journals an entire year, and the beau- 
ge both of these splendid
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subwribers may take ad- Office hours 8 to to a. m., to 3
vantage of this offer, by sending a p. m. and 7 to g p. m.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERSthat you t 
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select the
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $15,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
.1191.111■••••11.1 nolmm•Mlar 
tso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES ao3-ao5 S. THIRD ST.
NO. izo PADUCAH, KY.
—
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
/ P.O. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
224 Broadway,
Fir st:-Clasis
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J J. Bleich,
PADUCAH, KY.
I MACHINE DEPARTMENT•
OUR ELECTRICAL AND We 'Offer $50400 Reward
OVED TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY 4iffrwa
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated.
THE GLOBE BANK Sz, TRUST CO
Of Paduosth, Kentucky,
Cespitai and Surplus $11545,ocoo
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transact. all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays •
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes la firs
proof vault for rent at 83 to 810 per year as to elas. You carry your ows
tsary and no one but yourself has access.
the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprie or.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable In the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for $10.
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Cliscks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same se
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THERE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleaned and examined  75c up. Watch Hands toe up
Ness Mainspring, best quality 75c up Watch Glasses  toe up.
-New Case or Hairspring 75c up Watch Keys Sc. 
NewJewels, whole or cover soc Up.
NVe are the cheapest in ',latch and
work guaranteed for one year.
Silver.
Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
Highest price paid for Old Gold and
411;144.,..
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufactur ing Jtweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, ii R fieo BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY •
ItallikiLL I , Credit lo those who tweed iL si
f—r-
THE REGISTER c'ottehtlizr,;,,,,r74cifclu4btit jeffLeorusci ts:
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
DAMES E. WILHEI.M, President.
JOHN WILHELM, 'Preasurer.
ROBERT S. wu.autua, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffi' ce of nicht-
call, Ky., as secOnd-class mail matter.i
One Year
Six Months
Three Months
One Week  
$5.00
 2.50
 1.25
.10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register ce at once Tele-
phone 318.
Saturday 'Morning, Feb. 24, 1906.
Mayor Dunne's Words.
The people of this country are rap-.
idly becoming educated on the meth
ods zrf' corperations and the most
inipreeSive lesabris'aro found when a
contest for iiiiA4i4p*af', .if
being "raged./ tilde/ .a Juin
this coursry 4lorPfttnti
speak on this aubject' .g JudgE
tonuae„t4' inaeor • of Chicago, who
his .beett 43..141)14c man .for years in
that city where one ,of the greatest
ihattlee. for miuncipal owneethio. wa,a
fotaglit' and woni.by .the peoplei. Ad.-
vocates of municipal ownership the
country over aboold t9, what
Mayor Dunne say's; for wherei'er
fight comes up betiviseth the corpora-
tiona arid the peopla. the public real/
eici.ect to egeounfer Olt same diffi-
culties that t ave been experienced in
Chicago. In .tfrat Elity, elattiVbert
the corporations have their newspa-
per organs to misrepresent and mis-
lead (the people; and to discredit'
every move made the city to' wreat
itself from .tilje grasp of men whose
greed can neve; be 6.44fiq, ;and
who ,by .ali the power they can exert
,Sand conitedit seek itb Make their' lei-
low cirizens pay tribute to them that
' they may live in 'splendor and post
as brilliant financiers and progresaive
men whets reality they are not u
good as a common criminal. The
criminal rieks violence to his person
but the!' coeporation criminal works
4broofeb his agents and newseaper3
to rob the people.
Every ,rtaxpayer arid citizen of Pa-
ducah should iretall Mayor
Dunne said at. Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Thursday &vitt' when be inade a
speech in that city on the subject of
municipal berp4r0iii, After giving a
hieterrin4 eleltell of the ,ciwriejzIffp
movement in Cbkago he said': It
will be fern frpm. ihigtory7rm
rnunicpal ownership' fight. in Chicaga
; that every battle at the polls has
been won by the people from the be-
• ing 9f, the ;fight tri rhe preeent
ti rind 4164 Hell+ toward,
ian ip9iiatiOn' were bka pod rie-i
tarded the city council the last
. • •
votes live been ind f a oor of the
• ar Armand. ;And indkilge the
hepe. and express the prediction that
'tire 'future fights in the council when
nuesliott arise* will Jan in accord-
ance. with, the popular will.
-The movement toward municipal
owricrship in Chicago, I believe, is
ad canrat v.-:Costood.
I am not, however, foolish. enough to
I magine that from this time on we
shall meet with no obstacles.
Ittremendloua accumulation of
capital. behind the public utility cor-
poration*, of Chicago still have ire-
tnendirms power. That power Aril!
be exerted in many dangerous and
formidable ways.
"It will be used to bring about dis-
sension among the friends of munic
rpal ownership as ito plans and meth-
/ode. I. will be used at the polls.
It will be used in dragging across the
path of municipal ownership the red
eitings• of fmnidteritt itIstiet
will mayinefl
ville, Thursday, 114 speaker of the
occasion was ex-Coogressman Ben
F. Shively; of Indiana. He spOlte
of the abases of power, and 'pointed
to the .enormous campaign funds of
Preeent-ilay fits,1 saykli;
that, tine .leaffire of preteent-day poli-
tics means that power is made an
Objek rneiren.initiso -fief bhulgii
lid sold. 7
and the aldermen folembly to munic-
ipal owncrahip in every. poseible and
•?conorivable manner.
will be used in the raising of
false issues and false crier. U will
masquerade Ur every possible dis-
- grist. It will be used in irhithiate
and • protracted htightion.. Ti will be
used in attempting to discredit the
securities which• ?will be isaudd fent
the raiaingoitt moneY. ft will pull
every Airing in the banking World
It will retard, it 
.ielspossibille, the early
realizatient ,of the peOpk's aroien4
but it cannot succeed in defeating
the early acquisition of the peopties
aims and ambition,'
'The speaker" declared that:
bloating' intihrence. ;48 laartuershipsk4
13e-twiee'n wealtl/ the cli6PcItSPrs
of public 'powers 4se the 4661e
public atrposphere to be 'perereeteij
with grafC, whielli touches national
campaigns, state goveenments and
the actiop of city etruitila, Ond }Tar!
. .
all STIltrrohed.
• I
"If I prays de good Lawd to send
me a. chicken," said the darkey
preaeher, "I/e don't do It; but w
I asks Him to send me after a
en I generally gits it." The repulpi-
cans of Kentucky woe* get 4r014 6f
the bosses by praying dot the hot
may fall off heir lofty perches, bt
will sorely knock 'ens In' the use 41
out leithiary yolee.--Louisville Her-
ald.
Neither will the gookei,tirens of
Paducah aed elsew,herFewho are pray-
betersrvitituta bat spend
thei 'rtime :with.their ovih' private af-
rates, get t, utikh l,fhey take time to
go our and work for What they de-
sire. A desire is onie thing an4.,ac-
The Ohio home of ,representats
have passed a bill MO& ''provides
fix municipal local option by peti-
tion, ariCit•joesaidalhat it will enable
the temperance people to drive sa-
loons' Iron hhe 'residence ' diStrirts.
The Plidueab- aldermen haft vietnally
enacted each a ,lew hy itn late
whioh is highly pleas.7ucc t,o the peo-
ple.
. Another Lessori3Of Life.
The dispatches tell iof they death of
Charles H. T?n,nr.,447,5mTiy. prr6i-
dcut of ow sit. Lona ind Suburban
Railway company. This man a Jew,
years ago stood high in both social
and financial 1:4rcleri of thei ittatitrz
Great and was identi4ed willki"Ont.n.Y
financial iestitutioes. He Aires -4egird -
ell as one of the nmet oroltreaaive
citizens of that city and credited with
doing much for its upbtrilding. To
have sniesosd the encomiums and
vox& of prelate sio lavishly bestowed
him by hie friends and those
who fed upon the financial crumbs
from his thumbs, would have been re-
garded as spiteful and malicious. Thf
Wealth which he had accumulated
wee his passport with no question
as to the methods employed in ob-
taining it, That he had motley was
sufficient for his friends and the syco-
phants. .fful ot) /aft. the day came
wben his hideous .ctharact:er was 
vcaled and he stood: before the coun-
try as a briber of the people's repre-
sestatives and, .became despised of
'honest inert' 4 , women. 141
I 'Tether, it : Staid, wail the( ,mab
who collected together the famous
bciodflk iftlind te'he used its eorraitptingi
Pile St. (Louis • hieuse.' Of 'delegates in
procuring a vahiable franchise for
the street railway. :Fearing expos-
ure through charges made by a news 
paper reporter, Turner made a .con-
feesion to Circuit Attorney, Folk and
it was used as the basis for the pros-
ecution of the boodiers which landed
.some in the penitentiary,. made exiles
of , others and practically an outcast
of Turner. Just how much devil -
ms resulted from the .notoriou3
transactions of Turner' and his aseea-
ciates will never be known, nor the
true number of millions that
rt124T.I.in St. •Loirio on just such deals.
That the people were robbed of val-
uable fratichiees. none can gainsay.
All over .the country the puhlic
moo and then finding it that men
are riot always what they seem to be,
nor what their friends and lauirgernon
say they are, and the Turner Mei-
de+, tithileih is biit'otillt of • ifht . many,
drs- ly'.1res4.  'fo' mitie the public do
sonic veti ii,;!4'ioui /Alf/inking. This
much, however, may be put down as
a settled face, that whenever any
man- ior set of men in a connnurrity
'are forever and:eternallY Seelcilig a
obtoining valuable grant, . and csf
tracts from the People's rep: resentil-
,,.
fives, and that are in direct confIlit
with the public's interest, it is ottli
;not* 1:i ta f . ime )Wore revelatiorts
aire fnadeltiat explains all such Iran,-
actions . f . k , ;
TELEPHONE PLANT
MR. J. E. BERGEN GOES DOWN
TO LOOK OVER MAY-
, FXELD pISTE2d.
' % • I
Gradually Putting the IndeFeltilen
. I 1.i I Iii.. I .
Lines Into the Finest Coq;
&jolt.  I .1-4i
/ I . .4
Yestertfittt morn** iMrjr:
gen, of the Indleeendent Telephisfse
konliptley, went hi Mayfield'. Ito ste
how things were ,carrting a 'th
the • illeve plant hie icompananj
paring to start there where o-
Bait only the Cimberhuild le
have, operated.
- Voile me tV,f inkier:M:44W Ada
was started several months ago un-
der the direction of MT. Davis, for-
a41y manager of the heat exchange.
Mo. Bergen said the, work was corn-,
ins along a little .sio•Ar Van ordi-
narily, because of, ails* trouble in
getting were and crossarins from the
factories which seem So loaded up
on orders that they ate not able to
ship things net • es reinklly or they
sober) desire.
,.iMe. Bergen is one of the main
owners" of the new company taking
over the Independent plants and ho
announces they aye gradually spread
ing out etwough all sections of the
surrounding states and putting aphe
system upon a scale never before at-
tained by any company. It is taking
thousands of &Hans to do this, -bet
the systems are being orerhatiled-ev-
eryv.here. Vast impeovetnents have
been mak to the local 'srAtem ali4;1
exchange amid the service bettered in
every respect. In addition to shell-
lotaff exchange*, the compasy is eat-
ring m first-class shape its connec-
tions with the long distance wires.'
were
Woottntau
The NV. 0. W.'e will give a ball
at flower's Hall Monday night, Feb.
26. Admission so cents, ladies free.
; .! i\ Everybody invited
seal
BUYING UP 7
NEW WIRE
GENERAL MANAGER BLZEpt-
ER, OF CAR COMPANY
!. •
STARTS WORK._
The Preliminaries for a Vast Amer
of Improvement Are Now Be-
ing Effected'.1 in
General Manager Jelni' S. Bieer.ker,
Isznian*Usstof the street railway co
virtually taken up the v24' r.,
of improvements to be misfile igs
the work off . the new oveilheed
company this s , he starting
trolley and span wiring to be pot up.
He has already received About $6,000
worth of the best wire turned out
by the factories, while more is on
the way here. The mess in starting
off the work began a &:i; "or-tivo- ago
kli' take. awn, the C4.44,lin site at
Founds ,and Broadway. ..and putting
up the new. They are going out
.Fourth towards the Union depot, and
finish* tint division will: take up
the balance. The span wire is that
stretehi nig across the street ircrm
pole to pole, and to which its at-
Meilen the' Ittolley wire coming .peer
the ciarteal 'of the •theirotoSare ' and
up to which reaches the ardlky that
.3144+310-ithr: eiociri45ly down, s Imo
the motors Moving the cats.
Mr. Bleecker states that they ate
just now takOig up • the preliminariep
or their vast r werrl: an4:14Ort .favor...,
able spring weathar e4itere they will
have everything in condition for im-
mediate commencement of Opera-
tions upon a large scale. their inten-
tiori being .,to, thoronghly ' overhaul
Clic entire'sysicia land pot it. in mei-
tdpolitan conditios.
The company has been tering about
300 of the city's eleetric light poles
to hold up the car company'a aman
wire, bet the board of works has de-
cided this cannot be legally done by
the company, .there f. pre a conference
is to be had with Mr. Blecciter next
week so as to see if this cannot be
continued by the private' eorrcern
paying. the ,eity . so -much-for each
public Oahe toed: If it canticit he
.dorie the car ciompany will anninge
tc put up enough of its own poles
beiore. the/POO up ittbt new wire at
these contested points.,
I
OUSTOM PORT.
M•114.••
Paducah 'Will 'Doubtless LOrlt.ttie
Being Pert of Delivery."-'2'
• I.
• --,"%orrwillrWins.•
Telegraphic information yesterctay
from was.hingtov p. 41Pdh°,t
effect-that probabilities :are
etcsInd in the7•bL"rt, 
here 4)t
.711301;r13'
for diticontwitisacil Oft#flh5y ps
entry the country over. Patkonh is
a port tif -abotott, old*. ionijr $35
per year- to' nfaintaiti h, t he'rtfore :t
will probably be left atone. Mk. J. 1
R. Puny-ear M the torillectoe of cup',
tome hone. I
BALDWIN  PIANO
f. _L
.9.entifical1y Constructed and
'ill ....of the 
HighestI
 L r 
Aiiieais to th Aids& and Cultured Class and
Is a';`LCader" for the dealer.
If
t
Din It 'BALDWIN & CO.
• ' *. 14. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway,- PADUCAH, KY.
LOON
FOR TROUBLE
YARD OFFICER TOOK CHARGE
OF VANDROSS AND
RAYMOND.
Deputy Sheriff Paris Passed Through
With Adeged HorseThief—Other
Police Matters.
Anderson. Vandross and Ed Ray-
mond, colored, were arrested last
evening by Special Policeman Basley
of the lihnois Central railroad. yard
forces, and booked up on the 'charge
of disorderly conduct. Va ss
II 11+11 I -I h+++++++++•t•-•:»Pi-h-t•
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of NeW .Yorir stands
The First American Life In- it
swam go. The Copal! that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
t to Policy-holders
I- AND HOLDS MORE
X
▪ for Po4cy-tolders
Than any other Cemday in the
was discharged by his "boss" Th tbe
y„da; and he an4 Raymond wcnt
back, ostensibly to lave trouble with —
the other, 'when taken charge of by Joliet Ramsey, aged as years. who was
Officer Bailey.
Alleged Accomplice.
Roy Disniap, colored, was. acre tied
at h' homer tie Marsh suit of
town last ming by Officer Emilr
Gouneux on the dharge of being an
accomphee to breaking into the *s-
loop of Lem _Pones, of North Twelfth
, fifteen mon** ago. Several
others have already been arrested en
this charge, two heed to the greed
jury, while the trials Mother* come
up right away.
Smoky With Winchester.
Yesterday • shartly before noon
Joho Pickett*, alias "Smoky City."
colored, rented a Winche-ster rifle and
aeventeen toads from !key Colii 1, of
South Seeend street, tiged up on
mean whiskey, and then proceeded
to Ninth and Washingarn streets,
looking for die nerro oho has been
prying attentions to his woman while
he was away. He entered the boisse
of Sue Maintronery and was avaiting
for his mama Quite a ware was
created in that vicinity as the ha-
l-notes of "9oo" know 'Nelsen to be
a bad man, and snore se when tiplikd
with booze.. Officers McCune and
Wood were notified and r • thing
kronhl there' the -flatter grabbed the
end of Pitke t W nehest er which
vans poked through the eitschasi wait-
mg for its victim'.whik Petrolman
MeCurre broke in the *Ade boor and
covered the desperado :with his gun
Pickittti was then "easy 'picking" and
was marched off to jail.
Gardner Claims Robbery.
J. W. Gardner early yesterday
morning informed the police that
wIhtle he was cret ....vreelg the ,sigatts."
(in Kentucky avenue betwee, 'Ninth
and Tenth, the beforleo some-
one slipped up behind him and he
was felled with one stiff blow. He
was rendered partially insensible and
on coming to found -himself in a
gutter, his gold watch gone, together
'with Sze ii coie. Ile is I23 years of
age, from Carbondale, Ky., and bad
-been here for several days with his
wife, 'who owned the watch. The
pcifice pre working cog /he cane.
Horse Stolen.
Deputy Sheriff R. . S. Paris, of
• Charieseon, Mint, atiriVea' here ` yester-
day morning en the steamer Ken-
tucky front ,.;PbYtrie\...X,etin., and
left at 9:30 o'clock for Charles-
t hti 1.-•Crlign. -with
tia- siw
A' •
AT UNUSU
r figof plpd kalifs and Ins
goo Songs and Ipstxumen
'rtticli Pieces of the Joitest a41 Best Music at i2l/ae each
it co Folios of Music, coittaining fine arrangements of
fayorites at asc each
soc Folio. of Popular Mudc at 15c each.
arrested at Dewier, and is. being
taken hock to leisseouri on the charge
of horse stealing.
CAME HACK HERE.'.
Mr. Johnson Does Not Think Any-
thing But Spite-work Is at Bottom.
Veseeralay at noon David Johnson
returned from 'Hickman, where he
immdiately gave bond pn being car-
ried there to *newer to the charge of
assault and battery, he having been
indicted at instance of the Eding
brothers. He expresses no fear but
what he will prove justification, just
lihe everytiody thinks, he having to
use' a club on the brothers breatete
Of their urieulely condition during th
carnival there lest year. He has re
sumed his dotes here now a, bar-
tender.
A Recital.
Mies Mabel Maitland, of Dyers-
burg, Tenn., will give a recital at the
Broadway M. E. chutch on next
Tuesday, Feb. 27th. . She comes
highly recommended. The enter-
tainment will be composed of reci-
tations, ritoriee and sketches of plan-
tation life -
The bodies of three whir men
weer rived at Knoxville% Tenn,, un-
der the Tennessef fiver bridge of
the Louisville & Nashville railroad.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377,
•
A. S. D.ABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trnehart Boat:big.
11.1. liessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
.elephone s7o.
'a4.. A  _a l&
MUSIC
PRICES.
ental pieces 3 I-3c
pieces, at1 z-3c each
• Don't delay Your puraoses but come early to
New Factory Now Ready offerings Our sale continues all next week.
ton girl" wanted Clete ":"Istlek
ailed good waves Apply Merge h -
rimier- Basket Co. ti
t
secure
Classical
bur best
Harbour's Book Department.
: 1 PRINTING..,. , .
THAT PLEASES 
wrvanOU ARE lillS
!th AitFIEDin 
class
A l ;tting ye cu &r e •of Je
getting, push the button and our
representative will appear. New
type faces and machinery in the
hands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fail to produce
the desired Mid. Proof of all
work submitted for your ap-
fal Aire
SINIEMItilitigi Ma
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
1215. 4th St. Pkosel058R
NOT/CEI
Highest pries paid for second-band
iStoVes and
FzUrtrzithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
till-aao Court street Old phone 13111.
Clem F ransioli.
Moving wagon Id coonectioa.
hr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4, .
Columbia Building
Phone iciat--Red.
Mrs. E. L. Whites:des,
OSTEOPATH
60354 Broadway.
Phones, old 1 4 3 T New, 761.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 'so NORTH FIPTINI
TZLICIPIICNIRS
Reeldseas se• Mk* ass
.,1•1•••
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Li
Rams 13 and 14 ColtunbLa Building
Old Phone 109.
-
1111111MIE11111111111•121111111111•1111111111111•1111111111
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
no the skin Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
It is neither sticky nor greasy'
J. II. Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TqLEPH 0 NE 63.
AN••••
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
iniw at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Wan? one. Big selection of
records.
Warren & Warren -
Jewelers—Ur-
403 Broadway
40
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a'- firandest Opportulltt y We have decided to discontinue the retail sale of Furniture inThe Paducah, to devote our entire energies :to our factory, and willclose out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
Ever Offered! 'streeta COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST.It is going to be sold at 
 
once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah house-
i  
i
keepers to furnish up. Everyerything marked in plain fifures. Come early and avoid
I 4-116TWO STORES— and 207-213 SOUTtli Ts/1711 :T7‘erins of sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANif, 
SETTLED AT LAST
JULIUS LOESER BANKRUPTCY
CASE FINALLY WOUND
UP YESTERDAY.
a He Is the Man Who Claimed' Some-
one Robbed Him of Several
Thousand Deibirs
• , A
Yesterday mbening an ': tale bask-
ruptcy court of R,eferee E. W. Bagby
there we's prati2aTly broitaiht to a
, doe a proceediag which has been
iha4ng fire kit about kw years
*hat of Julius' Loeser, who' filed a
petition that long since wilting . to be
relieved t iif tito alsisifItiewo wind-
up
sfthatl 
of the catee came about by Loeser
paying the costs attached " to tire
liUgation, antolinttffa to $165.
Some .seepes-a Fete conducted
a dry g•aireids; cti ligg sad gent's
furnishing .estabbehment, on South
Second street, between Broadway and
IP 1(eettteke 'aeetau'e. He eold' out andleft here, asteniably for dhiesigo and
. ,
1 St. Louis, wilt' SeN•eral .thoueand dol-s
lor ia n his pocket to pay off 'his credi-
tpie. In a few daye be returtted and
....0 ;Itperl that while waiting' for a
at Garbondale, 111., he fell in
/ whit's' stranger. Wieri took him to' a
istioreis Where they bed several
drinks jogether. He gave out that
be had been achrinisterei a "knock-
out drop" wheat caused him to lobe
his senses, and that when he came to
he fopn4 someone had (reeved him
of the several tivosisand dela= His
creditors did Wit take to • very
welt, thoueb, and he woe rotten into
the balhkrbipt celart, whet*' deie litiga-
1
• tion iyas been pending ever since. It
had reached the point where be was
entitled to his discharge, so adjuged
Judge Evans, of Iscnrisville, just
whenever he piiid the court 'Cost* of
the aetion. Thi* amountted to $165,
' and when he paid up yeaterday the
r matter mils virtually closed,''ae he is
practically in possession now of his
. ,
discharge.
There is another case hanging fire
before Referre ilagby and which has
been on the books for several years,
that of Harry Starks, who ran a jug
and bottle winekey Noble on Broad-
\441,way where the flank & Davis paintstore' tens- mania Starks was forced
Moo bankruptc)r. and claimde he lost
about $22.000 genii-111ot en the horse
races. Charges of fraud and false
swearing were filed against hen but
he skipped the country and has never
been back. here since, ale iss a broth-
er of Sam Starks, the saitioniet of
:South Second street
t' The matter is stilt pending, but
ill prnba ubly be wo nd up before
e ng, as the charges against him were
dropped. , .
e
NEW WARD
1,•••••
IIIEN OF CONTRACTOR LOCK-
WOOD ARE WORKING AT
HOSPITAL.
New Ward Will Be Up-t,-Date and
Used Exclusively by Colored
People.
61?! Contractor Wr. Lockwood'e m,en
siairc ,busily engaged comeortting lb
'-basement of Riverekbe hanasigal into a
ward sufficient for care therein of
sick peopie. They have besu labor-
ing there for the paet week and, with-
41' in the next, few days will be ready
,for the plasterers to commence their
part of the work.
Mr. Lockwood thinks
will eg*iof
next faleee-
teals w rnei ?.rtna
colored
nt
of „the
,second
to put
ital
to look after tim Prooerta' unY the
ogiSl"cale sell slime. It is iraciine and
''gitingo tack and rtiin througeenat-
ural decay and inetteption and the
horde !Mere tertiaatiavered
fin mayor to put .somebody in there
s' look after the buikling, even ifiipe,cantiot get any rent for the place.
on South Fifa') street' leper,.
alfir. Clyde Cooper hoe returned
front a drumming trip to Nashville,
Tenn,, and other points. ,
K. D. SuELL QUALIFIED AS
GUARDIAN FOR THE
CHILDREN.
0:runty Clerk Hiratis Smedley Has
Returned From Frankfort and
Other Places.
YeaterdaY in the county ccnirt on
wmegarin of Sarah E. Say K. D.
Siren was selected as %alternate of
Tedelie Stich.
Amather Cuardian.
Felix -G. Rudolph quanfied before
the colinty cotioe:asi guardian' for
Collings:442' *."'
Only One Deed.
Only one sleet) Was lodged yester-
day for recorteredathe county clark,
Haat being the one, in wihich Bertha
Stager Jett transferred to Serol •Ste-
gar or $416.6a, ,property. lying in the
city.
Asaessissalata.
The M. F. Emery u.tate yesterday
appealed to the county court die as-
sessment made of their propecty by
the county board of sepervesors for
county tax purposes. They ,tiaim the
aseevements were eurirely too leigh
and want Judge Lightfoot to reduce
same. The judge ha* set these pe-
titiorar foe next Tbeedtty when he
also takes up the appeal of W. Ar-
mour Gardner.
County Clerk Back.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley' hos
returned after a two wedes' absence
se Fiankfort, Ky., and other paints,
on business.
Judge's Wife Gone.
The wife of Judge Lightfoot ha.s
gone to Carb onda k, I IT., and St .
Louis for a s veral weeks' visit.
For Sale or Charter.
Sternwheel steathboat, registered
64 tons, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last summer, past first in-
spection Sept. 15th; boat is 97x27.1/-
Mfeet; engines tox,tee feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches 6iametera22 feet, allow-
ed 157 pouts* draws 22 inches light
Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Ilekna, Ark.
• Sheet Music.
500 good songs and instrumental
pieces at 3 1-3 cents each. 700 pieces
of the latest and best music at tar%
cents each. Big Folios of music at
25c anti tsc each. Harbour's Book
Depart me in.
anise Pearl Lester, of Eddyville,
returned home yesterday after visit-
ing here while sin route back from St.;
Mira
-airs. E.
ALDERMEN GIVE I
CORPORATION
LICHT CONTRACT
Itontinued From First Plate )
mittee' woe directed 'to eicetutte
another.
It was ordered that hereafter all
prinilbar fee the city. shoed be 'or
dered thrpugh the hands of the
printitig' ...tenit tee; iind none••either.
nate' wah• filed • but ••`no. action
taken, the petition .-from business
men asking that the police force be
kept like Et 'now .is and no 'reduction
'Proptaetelr''Creig, of 'soh() Bruns-
wick is+ I prepari itg. "to
quit' eleheiheed" nett 'Week:, He hat
rot Aid Miy of abisoeitYslieense 'of
'$206.1eki'l4tiO leer, and Inked the al-
detonate tO 'lit him 'off by.. jbst pay-
ing' whatteter Portion of twOeiteso
is into laoo. As this was a bate'
Cedent tO,..establish the 'aidernten last
let him off without paying any 
cense this year. They would not
pro rate' for fear cabers would entne,
in and want the same done for t
The city solecitor was Ordered
get up deeds to all property the 6ty
ever bought or was dedlicailed, tnd
recoed these iodeitturee, in the county
clerk'S offs. He is to also investi-
gate, the titles to see there are no
defects. .
The solicitor warssalso directed to
sue everybody, owing tbe cite any
taxes *Mee ant n4nuiciPali1tr went
into the second class.
The *menage cotrunittee and board
of public .werks were given power to
employ .a 
.enginoer to draw up
plans and specifications for the Pew
sanitary sewerage district 4,o be laid
oft and improved in .tbe .eorthwest
portion of due city.
There was referred ttio the board of
works and public improvement com-
mittee the question of repairing Is-
lsnd creek bridge.
On ,motion the board adjourned.
arbour ann airs,
Madge Davie leave tomorrow for S.
Louis and the other millinery mar-
kets
CHILDREN'S DAY
The unusually successful culmina-
tion of the .first "Children's Day" at
the Carnegie library, yesterday
proved a great source of satisfaction
to the board of trustees in particular,
mat everybody in general, as the
beet-mem rooms of their Nittth and
Broadlvsay institution were crowed
with about 75 of the little ones who,
evidenced, their huge appreciation of
the work. The first gathering of this'
nature was in personal charge of Mrs.
Iststrie afi Rieke, Sr., and from 4 until
5 o'clock yesterday afternoon was de-
voted to Washingtonian ideas, the
children being talked to and lectured
with upon patriotic subjects. of this
diameter.
The rooms in the library basement
have been exCeilleitilY fitted for thia
purpose, and•thie initial crowd there
showed the parents appreciate the
vast advantages to be offered the
litter ones for their learning and' ad-
vancement in, this regard, and intend
being liberal, patron's ,of the giather-
ierge.
hire. Rieke and the °theta id
charge, ieterld to have, different subt
cots to a'afidresta the little ones. on'
kkevery "Ohierai Pay," and ,judgin/
frieu aneweerdayat jeetentiance , pieta-
poets are it will not, be long. before
larger quarters at the 'building will
,have to be, miaowed to care for the
demands. , '
On dismissal of the children ail ex-
ameseed themselves as 'highly del
flighted with the innovation that bins
I fair to become unusually popular
with them.
SISTER DEAD
COLONEL CREASY AND WIFE
TO ATTEND FUNERAL
Reported That Dr. J E Coyle I
Deed in 'Indian Terilikorr—Mrs.
White' Died Out West,
L. Creasy, wife of ' the
wç+IittioWn cinnmissioni of
the ,Vraterniay buding, left' yelikes
day at .nesepro for their former Mime
in ,Covingtee, kr, where she' ''*as
callqa ,6e cleaffls of 'het- sieter.
Colonel ,Creasy left this mOrt.ring at
1:40 o'clock it, be,prescrrt for thy
funeral services, ,
Thought to pe Error.
For the past week it has. been re-
ported here that Da. J. E. Coyle
had died at his home in the Indian
Territory, but elose friends think
obis must be a mistake or eke they
would have known something of rtit!
remored diesoltokyn. -ele is the well
knit:nett pbysieran formerly of South
Fourth 'Met, Who kept bit office on
the 'Second ROO+ of Blandai drug store
at Thied-and 'Keit/fuel/3p hatintta:.`"
Mrs. White Dead.
Mrs. j:"'H."Shyder, Of Thirteenth
Sod Madiso'n 'streets, yesterday morn
in. re4Atcl"a ..litat'e4' skiing there
died at '5'. '15„ IVIrs.
‘S4s1/4)1)Va -*Wile .4' to.. ttuce
witfe..fcrnirtir
Rik ,r52 
orn 
i?,and
krovi, for, taw, nr init . gpunky. Mr.,  *
Itirertiti '646 NAPies
rnle ,P148iille Ago on acicoant..of„avis
wife's ill .healtir. Thea,„ body ,,,,wae
buried there.
Mn,,Babb's Brother-in-Layfi.Dirsd.
,:41Y§Pild thns readies*, twee tame/Major
PeR,s4arria 4linN iJ 1,1"e'
sent fy oRt, West. ,„vra4, a weber-
laTjetve,oe, the lore litre, eialatic 'Rabb
.10Y
Mrs. Mary- -Dnrma and daughter,.
Adder, of Birdesalle Ky.; were bare
yesterday, 's44iting tiieir brother, Mrs.,
Pt4ti'llewmair, of Are. RitotaeiSlitirfora
store.
Charles ,Thorrypeon, of th,-
Racket *ore, retornett yesterday
from a trip to New V rk buying
goods for the spring trae. 
, 
-
309 Broadway;
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-
CURED FOR 12 oo, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OF SHOES' AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYI,ES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES U$ TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
bEPENCIDABLE-TWHICH WE csAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE.
BErrER COSIE'r/N AND LOOK A7' ,THEM TODAY. YOUR
HEALTH DE/RODS GOOD sHogs IS WEATHER.
ender Lydon,
Paducah, Ky.
ILTIOVOlf
ilbi-
'11u=
SMESEEIMEIMEEMUtta=
FULL LINE OF SPRING
6000S ON DISPLAY...
4
ROOM 111, Fraternity Bldg.
TIME ruts
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT, ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER, WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
_WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 772-A
Iv connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line of
candy
and will conthine,to keep up the rep-
'or feleintilet has for magnifi-
cent. Ice Cream.. • Dan% forget.
IlAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY:P.
TEL.
PtA2VEIAR,
" ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
,'Rooms and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone sgo.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real 3.r.tats Law.
116 S. 4th St.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY22
Don Gilberto was the happiest
man in America, because his
birthday came the same day as
George Washington's, and he was
70 years old. "This is a great
country, we Americans!"
I AM HAPPIER THAN JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER WITH
HIS MILLIONS, BECAUSE I AM ONE OF TH 2 PER CERT.
THAT HANDLES NOTHING BUT PURE WHISKY THAT IS
DRANK IN THE UNITED STATES. I HANDLE NOTHING
BUT BONDED GOODS BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. REMEMBER THAT TODAY AT
WASHINGTON, D. C., THE HON. EDMUND WASTON TAY-
LOR, 0 FFRANKFORT, KY.. IS MAKING A GREAT FIGHT
FOR EVERY DRINKING MAN IN AMERICA. TO SEE THAT
THEY GET PURE WHISKY TO DRINK.
BELOW I QUOTE YOU A FEW OF HIS REMARKS TO
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Washington, D. C.. Feb. 21, 1906.—e
Representing straight whisky distil-
lers, --Hon. Edmund Watson Taylor,
Frankfort, Ky , says "That e- Cr
cent of so-called whisky on sale is an
imitation made by blenders, posing as
distillers Only 5 per cent, of
straight whisky, aged in its integrity
reaches s c consumer and only a per
cent, reaches the public under the
green guarantee stamp applied and
Don Gilberto is one of this a per
cent. selling the pure whisky in Amer-
ica under the green guarantee stamp
over the cork, under the bottled in
bond act.
"Distillers favor this bill; rec-
tifiers and compounders oppose
it, because they need no
tillery, but merely a vat
mixing neutral spirits
dis-
for
and
chemicals. The rectifier is al-
lowed to spuriously imitate,
makes TEN BARRELS OUT
OF ONE, and object to the
public knowing the nature of
their product."
ON THURSDAY I GAVE MY DISTILLER ANOTHER OR-
DER FOR THE SECOND THOUSAND CASES OF THE CELE-
BRATED WILLOW SPRINGS SOUR MASH WHISKY, DIS-
TILLED BY A CUMMINS, COON HOLLOW, NELSON COUN-
TY, KY.
MY REDUCED PRICES ON THIS CELEBRATED WHISKY
IS AS FOLLOWS;
One Quart, $1.00, Bottled in Bond.
One Pint .50,
1-2 Pint .25,
Drink .10,
With Shamrock Behind 'It. Hurry back,
Yours truly,
DON GILBERTO
id
66
it
it
it
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gti?t"uffet,
Felines` House Bar,
L. A'. 'T...agornarsitio.
OLIVAIR, OLIVER & IrGREGOR,
LAWYER S.
'OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
.Marshall Cosuity;„Psoltkah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303
Pictures, Diplonlas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
4s111BroadWay.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but aspeasonable prep-
aration especially aolittoed for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and $1, Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STOLES.
7h
& Jackson St*. phone no,
& Clay Ste, phone 311.
rNOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL.
Models for Artists Are in Many
Cases Quite Plain of
Feature.
"One of the most preposterous ideals
be existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrac-
tiveness," Mr. Robert Bringhurst says.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
or by instructors of classes in paint-
keg, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of instruction any figure is
good. enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
anode] as from one that is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There is no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and instrucbars are entirely
Independent in their needs she must
be content with the same pay that
rules for all in this class, which Is
generally not more than a dollar for
s three-hour posing seance. As the
work is, after all, only unskilied labor,
It is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at that What obtains here also ob-
tains for more than half the model
work abroad, yet the average person
always conjures up a dream of loveli-
ness when an artist's model is men-
tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more an
bour.
"Of course, where an artist requires
a particular kind ci model, no matter
what the especial requirement may be.
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay, for one thing, in
secordaace with its inexorable man;
dates. If the supply of that sort cf
model is short the price rues high
have heerd of models who received
several dollars an hour. But there are
too many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
New Orleans Man Values Very Highly
Lie "Lucky" Horse
Chestnut.
--
"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
If I lost it I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exercised a
boodoo that hung about ins for fir'
rears. That thing stays with me ti!!
I die."
All this, with great c:--iviction, says
the Kansas Cl".- 'tsr. abont a little
buckeye incased in a small gold cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 1900, I nod
been the victim of bad luck of one
sort and another." he said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before it
reached the city, and I was fuming.
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my car I saw this buck-
eye lying on the opposite seat. I
picked it up and put it in my pocket
I had intended going to the Black
hotel that night, but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good meny guests at the
Black hotel perished in the flood next
night.
"Later on at New Orleans I was out
fishing in a catboat with three oilier
men. A squall struck us. The others,
who could swim, vere drowned.
can't swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was saved. After that
had the thing flied in this gold case.
And that' 3 why I treasure it."
Europe's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim is a city of about 65,000
population and is devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there being about 500 factories
where jewelry is made. It is the Jew-
elry center of Europe. The various
manufacturers are very energetic and
are careful to study the wants of their
customers and endeavor to please them
regarding dezigns, prices and terms of
sale. From preseat indications the
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
will amount to about $100.000 for the
fiscal year. With the American manu-
facturer's advantage In distance and
machinery-as much of the Pforzheim
jewelry is made by hand-it appeeis
that we shoved capture more of the
trade of the Islands.
Influence of Irving
To Irving more than any other man
is due the change that has taken place
in London in re,:ent years in the social
position of axiom-a change wbieh has
come w:thin my own memory, writes
E. S. Nadal. in Ser:imer's. When )
first went to London in 1873 tin re were
uo actors in seclety Wiest] I came bac;t
in 1877 there were a go-id many of
them to be seen about. There was
growing up a socieor which was com-
posed of successful artists, the new
rich people, and the professional
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that society
the actors had not only a good, but a
distinguished place.
Queer Sundry Law.
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all des, on Sunday but
to deal in perfnmery on that day is
unlawful. Candy cannot 'awfully be
sold later than 11 o'clock in the fore-
noon unless no clerks or assistants are
employed. Proprietors may keep open
all day if they do the work themselves.
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not (hanged much in a
century. In 1S01 It was said that Al
*sander I. rode in a procession through
the etreets of St. Petersburg preceded
by the &entwine of his grandfather,
tot/owed by these, of his father and
surrounded by his own.
WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS.
Report of Geological Survey on Inves-
tigation of Deposits in This
Country.
The geolog.-ial survey has issued a
supplemental? report on its investiga-
ti6n of the black sand deposits and
promises further information as the
work progreeees. It was not under-
stood when the work was started how
widespread ths demand would be for
tests and tnia :-mation nor how valua-
ble the sands would prove. But it has
developed into a wok of magnitude
and importau
Dr. David T. Day of the survey has
had charge of the experimental work
from the startse,The survey has so far
examined about one-third of the depos-
its in the Unieed States, and managed
to keep up Its work on the Pacific coast
a6ouf 'six weeks longer than the ap-
propriation was expected run the
°party. Since the first report on the
work was made, the investigation has
been principally confined to the exam-
mat ion of tare collections of concen-
trates collectel he survey and con-
tributed by va ; mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the Banda
will doubtless be commercially valua-
ble. Inquiries have been addressed to
several of the cons, mere of these arti-
cles, and it has beea found that there
will be aready market for them.
Monazite from the Pacific beaches
contains various per amtages of thoria.
used in the manufacture of incandes-
cent gas mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
has been Ifftrimented with in the
manufacture of refractory furnace lin-
ings in California. No previous use
bad been found for ilmenite, but on re-
ceipt of samples at certain eastern
t anufactories It was found that it was
adaptable to certain electrical purposes.
Its utilization from the black sand de-
pends on favorable freight rates, and
these are being sought. Mageni/e hes
been found, and is manufactured into
satisfactory pencils for are lights., and
also has been successfully used in steel
manufacture.
It is thought that the next urgent
deficiency bill will oontain a provision
for continuing the work.
CANADIANS AND AMERICANS
Difference in Modes of Living and
Doing Business of the Two
Peoples.
Writing of the differences between
Canadians and Americans a corre-
spondent says: "The differences are
mostly of degree; the superb self-con-
ildence of the average American wom-
an, az she walks abroad, the licensed
obtrusiveness of children, the perpet-
ual degeneracy of conversation into
story-telling-these characteristics are
less marked in Canada than in the
states. In fact, Canada presents as
yet a sub-American variety of civiliza-
tion, though in some ways rapidly as
Molesting to the states. Physically
the Canadian seems to be a sturdier
stock of heavier build, slower moving
and less nervous than the American.
This is particularly applicable to the
women, whose movements and conver-
sation are quieter, and who are with-
out the hunted look le the eyes which
marks so many Americans.
"It may be that the colder climate
exercises some modertoing influence,
but probably the chief explanation of
these‘ differences lies in the fact that
bred; there are few large cities, and
even the dwellers in these cities keep
up a more constant contact with coun-
try life. Nowhere in Canadian cities
does one see the profusion of luxury
and waste visible in New York or Chi-
cago; though most persons seem to live
In fair comfort, there it no class of
millionaires dominating 'society' and
making the form and pace for servile
imitation among the less wealthy
classes.
"Hunting and fishing, with their ac-
companiments of camping out, play a
large part in the national life, sport
not having degenerated into the mere-
most Canadians are country born and
ly gambreig and spectate:nal habits.
Altogether the Canadiaa lives a health-
ful life. Even busy cities like Toronto
and Montreal conduct their business
lice more quietly than cities of corre-
spoending caliber in the United States."
IP Marriage Licenses Abridged.
Consul Conant, of Windsor, r4ports
that the secretary's department of the
province of Ontario is endeavoring to
prevent the issuing of marriage li-
censes at frontier points in that prov-
ince to persons from the American
side, which is a flourishing business.
particularly at Windsor. The attor-
ney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licenses should
not be Issued. In general the ruling
of the attorney general is that the li-
censes should not be Issued to people
who are not bona tide residents of the
province, and the provincial secretary's
department will try to enforce this
ruling. License issuers and minis-
ters on the frontier will naturally suf-
fer financially, and those at Windsor
to a greater extent than others.
Greatest Floating Dock.
By the end of 1907 the port of Ham-
burg will pewees the greatest floating
dock in the world. It Is now under
construction at Hamburg, and is to
have an accommodation capacity of
36,000 tons. Its length will be 520
feet.
Medical Congress.
A congress of medical men is soon
to be held in Paris to devise meant for
putting a stop to the Illegal competi-
tion of -"witch doctors," bane setters,
faith healers, and every kind of medi-
cal_ "crux.
•
RACE SUICIDE AGAIN.1 ADULTERATION OF FOOD.
Convictions for This Offense Have
Been Numerous in Ger-
many.
ABOUT MODERN LARGE FAM-
ILILS. •
BY L
"I tell you," said Herbst, the walk'
lug delegate of the Stone Cutters'
union, "there's been so much about
race suicide in the newspapers lately
that I'm bait afraid of committing sui-
cide myself if I keep on reading 'em
If half the men that were talking race
suicide at the banquets would marry
half the women that were talking race
suicide at the clubs, it seems to me
that the problem would be solved.
"All that the people who are afraid
of race suicide need to do to see their
mistake is to take a stroll through
the West side, where the children are
so thick that the only fear of race sui-
cide is the danger of their killing each
other at play.
"It's a wonder to me when one of
their mothers sticks her head through
the window and yells "Sammy!" and
700 Sammies, more or less, answer
'Yes, ma'am,' how in the name of won-
der she can pick out her own particu-
lar little Sammy.
"And yet they talk about the ignor-
ance of the poor: The poor ain't
ignorant-I've often said it-they're
just plain foolish. If they were more
ignorant and less foolish they'd cut
down their families-I mean their fam-
ily expenses, which is the same thing
-and get in on the end of the race
suicide game that the rich are playing.
"As for the rich, all I can say is
that I don't blame our multimillion-
aires for committing race suicide when
I see what their sons are doing with
the money. What man wants to be
the father-in-law of three back row
chorus girls, two make-believe actress-
es and a woman witn a past long
enough to fill an encyclopedia?
"Some of the rich don't want chil-
dren, it seems, on account of their be-
ing in the way of their keeping social
edgagements where it ain't fashionable
to take babes In the ballroom. And
the poor want children because playing
with 'em, whipping 'em and making
'em work is the only amusement that a
man on wages of $2 a day can afford.
"As for the medium or middle class-
es, it seems that they're sandwiched
in between the rich and the poor and
they want just a medium number of
children. Too many would be in the
way and take up their mother's time
when she ought to be writing an essay
against race suicide for the woman's
club. I judge from what I hear that
you've got to go to a ball or the wom-
an's club to be in It these days, aria
those who are too poor to afford either
boiong to what you might call the
working classes.
"A medium or middle class family,
as I started to say, contains about four
children to every flat, according to the
size of the fiat and the father's purse
Old Watson, the contractor, said te
'tie only the other day: 'Herbst, as
long as this race suicide and play-
reading fad is on I keep on putting up
flats. For, mind you, it ain't flats that
is making race suicide, but race sul
cide that is making flats, The old-
fashioned family used to require a
hotel with an annex to live in, but it's
gradually boiled down to a model
apartment with one room, a kitchen
stove and a bath. It's awful to con
template, Herbst,' he sighed. Then be
turned around and gave his agent
blazes for not shoving up the rents all
along Race Suicide row.
"'How is it, Watson" I asked. 'that
you haven't a large family yourself?
You're fond of children, and all you
have to do to support seven or eight
more is to raise the rent on some one
that has no right to have more than
two.'
'"Well, Herbst.' he sighed again. 'I
came from one of those ideal IS-round -
the-dining-table kind of families that
my wife speaks about at the woman's
club, and I can't say that my recollec-
tions of it are particularly happy. The
dining-room table was there all right,
but my wife as careful to omit the
fact that my poor old dad was so hare
pressed to keep us in clothes that 11
would have taken a microscope to see
anything on the table cloth.
"'You can imegine. Herbst. that it
kept my old man hustling to take care
of the 18 of us and himself. I think
If we had dared in thou days to whis-
tle "Everybody Works But Father,'
he wouldn't have done a thing but
reach out for an ax. '
" 'Herbst. he used to get out of bed
while the stars were still shining, and
he never Olt until the stars dbowed up
again. When he got home, so tired
that he couldta enjoy the idea of hav-
ing his family holler around him, his
work had just about begun, for you
can be pretty sure that some of the
18 had to be ticked for licking one of
the 17 others.
"'More often he had to go into the
back yard and fix the clothesline post
that nine of the 18 of us had pulled
_down, or chop the wood that 17 of us
hid tried to put off on the eighteenth
and the eighteenth left unsplit or else
-but when a man has 18 children, if
he gets any leisure time he can use It
to good advantage arguing with the
grocer that he ought to wait awhile
longer for his money.'
" 'The truth about this race suicide
business, Watson,' I says, 'is that the
poor are getting wiser.'
"'And the rich too wise,' he' an
swerm."--Chicago Daily News.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, reports that during the year 1903
3,091 persons were convicted in Ger-
many for adulteration of articles of
food. In 1902 the convictions were
larger, a decrease of six per cent. being
noted for 1903. The largest number ol
convictions occurred at Berlin, where
an increase from 698 in 1902 to 645 in
1903 is shown. For producing and keep-
ing for sale and consumption unwhole-
some articles of food 748 persons were
convicted in 1903, against 394 in 1902.
This large increase is due to the effects
of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 69 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
against 29 in 1902. For knowingly ',to-
iatiug the -rules-with Deference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially those for the
prohibition of imports to prevent rind,,
erpeet, as well as the regulations to
prevent contagion in the transportation
of animals by railroad and for the will-
ful use of articles liable to spread con-
tagious diseases before disinfection,
931 persons were convicted, against 1,-
173 in 1902, showing a decrease of 20
per cent. For knowingly violating the
regulations for preventing the spread
of Infectious diseases 69 persons were
bonvicted, against 67 in 1902.
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer Difficulties Znoonntered by
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
Parents who undertake to assist
their children in the preparation ol
their school lessons encounter some
queer difficulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pre-
sents stumbling blocks that trip up the
wisest minds of a generation ago. Is
that benighted age youthful students 0/
arithmetic were taught that in an ex-
ample in long division the divisor was
placed at the left of the dividend, the
Quotient on the right, while the re-
mainder was written at the end of the
quotient. Old fogies who have dropped
hopelessly behind the times 'now at-
tempt to introduce thou antiquated
methods when tutoring their offsprings
but the youngsters scornfully correct
them.
"Oh, that isn't right," they explain
You must put it down this way."
Then, according to present-day in-
struction, they put the quotient above
the dividend and set the remainder in
the little crook on the right formerly
occupied by the quotient. Before these
eccentricities of modern education the
parent sits amazed and helpless. trying
to prepare himself for the next Innova-
tion, which will probably be to make
the figures upside down.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
Horses of the Present Day Not
Tricked Out as in Former
Times.
Probably not half a dozen horses are
comparisoned to-day as they were 20
I years ago, says Country Life th Ameri-
ca. Harness in this country then was
distinctly American in type, as was
the horse of a decade earlier, but if
that harnees, whether for gig or car-
riage, were to be seen on the drive or
in the park to-day it would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although it was
then considered the proper thing
Whatever may have been our opinions
then, we now know what is right. It
was only a matter of education and we
were apt scholars. 'A score of years
ago the horse show descended upon
us and found us with good native
horses and poor native harness. It
tea apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when later
one or two animals were shown In
English harness the "something
wrong" was plainly understood. A
great change was needed, which was
no sooner recognized than made. and
to-day, with the exception of the dress
of the speedway horse, the English
type of harness is used everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That Made from Walrus Hide,
Which it Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had," said a dealer, -oral.
rue leather two inches thick, such
being worth about $500 a side, bring
lag, as it does, $2.50 a pound.
I "It takes four or five years to tan a
I walrus hide of that thickness. If the! hide is not thoroughly and perfectly
t tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iron
"It takes two or three years to tan
Inch thick walrus, and the leather of
I that thickness calls for $1.26 a pound,
!three-quarter inch walrus, bringing 75
!cents a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather Is used chiefly for
polishing purposes by manufacturing
, jewelers. It is cut into discs, which
are mounted as wheels. Walrus is
durable leather and it is especially
desirable in this use because it pol-
ishes without scratching."
Analysis.
"Micky, wot is a philant'ropist?"
"Well, It's like this-if I were to
swipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't lookin. , an' den offer to give
ye a dime, if ye'd promise to buy a
Diplomacy. tOot'brush wit it, I'd be otle of them
Mrs. Flatte-Norah, will you try to
have the steak a little more underdone
after this?
The Cook (bristling up)-Is it find
In' fault with me cookin' you are?
"Oh, no, no! John acid I merely
thought you might object to remateing
over Ufe fire so lonC'-411k117 B4M:1m
things."-Life.
The Division.
Edgar-In winter the ice man has
my sympapthy.
Oscar-And the coal man your
money.-Town Topics.
The Divine Afflatus.
Poet-Have you sent the boys
'for the afternoon?
Wife-Yes, dear.
Poet-Have spread a
on the floor the cook
dishes on?
Wife-Yes.
Poet-Well, then, gag the baby and
go up to your room, and I'll write a
poem.-Town Topics.
•
you
for
out
mattress
to drop
Had One.
"You don't happen to have a five-
dollar bill about you, do you?"
"Yep."
"Can I borrow it for a few days?"
"Will you promise faithfully to pay
it?"
"Sure."
"All right; here it is; it's • bill
for a cord of wood I bought last
week."-Houston Post.
Pate.
They !net Though perfect straniarils
They instantly stood still,
For he was a lady-killer.
And she was dressed to kllL
—Puck.
CAME PREPARED.
Mrs. Nix-I don't believe your story,
sir!
Limpet-I was afraid so, tidy; but
my friend, Alfred Davey, 'ire, he's a
commissioner for oaths, an' for a
tanner he'll swear me, mum!
'tune
Thera ones was a bulldog ascrneti Caesar
Saw a cat and he thought Its would taesar.
Bat the cat was too tly
And she scratched out art eye;
Now Caesar jest smear and flataar.
—Philadelphia Press.
An Infallible Sign.
"You left her very abruptly," said
one woman.
"Yes," answered the other. "As 1100
as ehe started with: 'I wouldn't tell
you this if I weren't your true friend,'
knew she was going to be disagree-
able, so I came away.' -Washington
Star.
Impossible.
Photographer-1 ry and look pleas-
ant, please!
Farmer Jones-Get out! This pic-
ture is ter some relatives that want
to come and stay a month with me!-
Judge
A Doubtful Compliment.
Margaret-I wonder If Mr. Smartly
meant to give me a left-handed cow
pliment'
Rita-Why?
Margie-He raid these artifi !al
flowers I am wearing just match my
A Good Thing.
"You say her father is anxious to
have sou in the familxj"
"Anxious doesn't express it."
"How did you achieve that?"
"I let him win a hundeed frem rer
at poker last week."-HouCon Post.
One Woman's Solution,
The Advanced oce --Thousands of the
poor practically freeze to death ever)
rear.
The Rich One-Dreadful! Why don t
those people go south for the %Antral-
Town Topics.
For Business Wear.
The College Boy-Dad. I think 11:
tickle the Well etreet game as soon ILE
get my sheepskin.
The Old Man (dr)'ly)-Well. I belies'
that 's the proper ap.ilitel for young trice
Ot that district. -Puck.
Casts in the Suburins.
"Did Buffington gries-y some
his own station?"
"Nu; an Olsoohurst lady. The next
station out, you know."-Puck.
one ol
• The Handistap.-
Mrs. Bacon-Can a man who spcaes
even different languages talk an.
more t4en any other man?
Mr. Bacon-No; rot if he's marrietl!
-YOnkers Statesman.
Why She Wouldn't Have Him.
"There is a man I wouldn't marry
if he had $.-1,000.000."
"He isn't so awfully homely."
"I know it, but he has a wife now.'
-Chicago Record-Herald.
The Land No CrAcr:on.
Bacon-Yoe can't tell bow good
regiment is by the band.
Egbert-No, and the same thing is
true of a cigar.-Yonkers Statesman.
The Recipe of the Pass*.
Maude-And what, in your opinion
Is the proper time for a girl to marryl
Miss Fortyrelde- -The first time sht
is asked.-Judge.
Sure Sign.
Madge-Why do you think she has
passed the age of 30?
Millicent-Because she invariably
says "to girls."-Fuck.
*
FINE TR.AINS-47'
TO'
Florida
via
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route I,
.1.,•••••••••••-
"Florida Limited"-Leaving Loulak
viNe at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danvilie, Ky., with solid train Of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:93 a,
mu. and St. Augpstifte 10 a. m, next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals ea toutc.
"Florida Special"-Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 D. 111., carries observation •
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis( *
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlania.
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p. •
m. and St. Augustine at to p. in.
next day. From Danville this is. •••
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, tee.
Dining car serves all. meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"-Pu11-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. in.
- Winer Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, atv
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tows
Going via Asheville and "Land oe
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country'
and returning xia Atlanta and Chat- 4
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win. .
ter Hornee," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of this Souther:It
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearsoe, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati. O.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
 •
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisvillt
read for reaching the Winter ?oar-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
ay, '06. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship ssilinge from Ness,
°Tirane for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot •
leaving NlieB 
OrPri etCse 
every IsirWednes-
day at coo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to lire 'Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond SC Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.,
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or- '
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; erry Tuts
day from Cincinnati and Louisvill•
via Omaha and the Scenic Route esol'`
try W:ednesday from Ohicag 1,4
Full Particul•re concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either ,of the
undersigned.
jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Lomb-
vilie'John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mena
page.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M..
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A..
'Chicago*, LII
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GETTING BACK TO NATURE
French Peasant Who Mad His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.
-- -
The French peasant;who, since the
days of the revolution, has turned all
France into a kind of wailed garden,
is still closely in touch with nature,
and in spite of agitators and politi-
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to
which he brings the sense and cunning
f the fields, makes for nationalealth. In proof of this, says Youth's
brone of the authors of "Sketches onMinion, is • littie scene reproduced
the OM Road Through France to
Florence."
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
ant who, with immense patience, was
engaged In stirring the earth with
vigor into harvests. He also professed
himself interested in politics and mo-
tional* and willingly talked on these
is oily one thing," the peas-
eat mad, at last, "that Prance has
to fear."
"You mean," said the writer, "this
religious question—the dispute with
Aurch and pope"
le. No, I don't mean that."
"Do you think there's any fear of
another German war?"
"I don't know. I wasn't thinking
of that."
"I suppose you are not afraid of so-
cialism?"
"Not at all"
"Well, then, what is the on2y thing
France has to fear?"
"Hail," said the peasant, and went
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
Ingenious Apparatus for the Control
of Distant Electric
Power.
Telettino is the invention of Don
Bernardo Torres Quevedo, a distin-
guished Spanish engineer, who has
ben experimenting successfully with
.6 apparatus for the control of Its
tt olsetrie power by means of wire-
less telegraphy. He intends to 'D-
eli' his invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them. The
Rting station was a wireless
hie apparatus. The boat cat
tied a 'battery of accumulators, a mo
tor`for driving the propeller, anothet
ter the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating the mechanism of the
other motoi's. The servo motors were
connected directly with the telekino,
wherewith they formed a single ap
Paratum Hertz wer112 were received
by the telekino; this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
ceferol the redeer motor or the prc.
teller motor so as to govern both the
eteering and the propulsion of the
boat. Taking up his position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
eegan manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, containing
mefons preen reprerentatives. as if by
,nagie, slowly moved forward, gradu-
ally attaining a bleb speed, turning,
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re-
teding just as if it were being guided
by an expert steersman. The boat ek
ecuted all manner of maneuvers with-
eut a hitch under the sole guidance of
the inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
fwo Who Have Served Uncle Sam
in That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the many instances
her faithful service has proved n
osrritor against interference for poluta.
ell reasons with the service of a
achusetts postmaster is that ct
S. Fay. of Marlboro. who has
.,in charge of that office Ilin.2t
II 14%1:65, %when he was appointed
,y Pres' ro. Johneoa at a salary el
$1.100. Habad been successively re-
appointed, tWiceii by Grant, once ',j
Hefter Arthur. arrison and McKim
:ey, and came uncle:, Mr. Cleveland')
.eecial care in each Of, his two terms
Mr. Fay has over two \ ears yet to
f•rve under the resppoi4nent given
by President Roosevelt ebruary ee
1903, when the salary was adv ced '0
$2,500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester Is telieved
hold the long-service record ast po•
master. He ts still performing his du-
ties in charge of the oMce at South
Amenin Duehees county, New Yo(k
under th• eommiseion first given hirt
July 10, 1849. The record was held in
moony years by Roxwell Beardsley at
:het North Lansing (N. Y.) WM*. He
was appoieted June 28, 18"3, -an.1
served until his death, November
1902, at the age of 93.
op Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the Ah
stabler,' and General Insurance corn
pally held in Birmingham recently th•
cbeirman announced that the mortal!.
ty rate, favorable to the company, os
th• liven insured had again been maim
tamed and that in the 21 years of thc
eigpany's existence the mortality had
r et exceeded 50 per cent. of what
ili t have been expected from th•
ortihiary standard table of the Ins*
tuts of Actuaries. which represeand
nn enormous Raving of interest on cap.
ital that otherwise would have been
paid in claims. He attributed the sat-
isfactory mortality record latgely te
the members abstaining from the use
Of a:robotic liquor.
Electricity in Siberia.
Almoet all the towns in Siberia are
Ong arc lights for street use and
andeticent Heise( for houses, aid
he larger proportion of the people in
eiberia have never seen gait, which
they regard as an illuminant of a past
tge' -
se' •Se
ACCIDENTS AT FIRES. NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED.
EXPLOSIONS OFTEN DO THE
WORST DAMAGE.
• Very Iør.sting List of Disas-
ters ch Contains Some That
Are of Unique Descrip-
tion..
An accident, which of its kind is
probably unique, occurred in April,
1901, during • fire at Portland, Me.
A railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containing 8,000 gal-
lons of crude petroleum, says the De-
troit Free Press.
Fearing that it would explode and
Scatter fire a wide area, the navel
authorities brought up a one-pounder
gun and bombarded the tank in order
to let the oil run out.
The erst shot fired missed the tank
and killed an unfortunate spectator.
Subsequent ones, however, effected
their purpose, and ridding the tank.
allowed the blazing oil to escape.
For a fire engine to cause a fire
meals the very height of irony. Yet
such a case actually occurred not
long ago near Worcester. The en-
gine in question belonged to an in-
surance company and was in process
of being converted into • motor for i
self-propulsion.
The day before the work was And
billed there was a call from Kempsey
village where a farm was on fire,
and the engine, in spite of its incom-
plete condition, started.
No spark protector having been
fixed sparks escaped, and these set
tire to a load of straw which was
passed on the road. Next two ricks
became involved, and, finally, the
water-tube of the motor brust and the
unlucky engine came to a complete
standstill barely 200 yards from the
scene of the original fire!
Another story of • strange chapter
of fire accidents comes from Cavana-
caw, in Armagh. A dog, running into
a farm sitting room, barked at a cat,
and puss, terrified, sprung on a table,
upsetting a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the poor
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a blaze, sprang through
the window and rushed into the stack-
yard.
Rick after
living torch
rick was fired by this
until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned in his efforts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal fire accident.
A boiler full of molten tar gave way
and, its contents catching fire from
the furnace, spread in a tide of flame
down tue sloping floor of the sulphate
room. elf
One of the workmen, caught be-
tween the flames and the wall, seized
a Adder and, tattling it to the win-
dow, sprang up it. Unhappily, the
window had iron bars and before
these could be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor man fell
back into the furnace below.
Every one will remember the great
Baltimore fire, the most terrible con-,
Migration of 1904. After this was ex-
tinguished there was naturally great
anxiety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know how the
contents of their fireproof safes had
fared.
Most extraordinary were the finds.
In one jewelry had been melted, while
a box of matches was intact, and •
silk handkerchief was not even dis-
colored.
One of the most disastrous fires
of late years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at Grieshelm, in
Germany. The explosion took place in
the Griesheim Electron factory, and
almost simultaneously the whole
building was in flames.
lire engines came galloping up. but
as they approached the men were
seen to fall from their seats. Spec-
tators running after them dropped as
If shdt, and, meanwhile, the blaze in-
creased, involving fresh buildings and
even crossing the river Into the vil-
lage of Schwanheim. What had hap-
pened wee this:
The sudden mixture of vats of dif-
ferent chemicals under intense heat
had filled the air with a gas of so
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within its deadly influence
were suffocated at once. Fiftaeone
dead and three times that ntimber in-
lured was the result of that terrible
fire.
Japan's Obligations.
The western powers are not models
of scrupulpus justice toward each otte
or and toward weaker nations, but
such an offense as Japan would coin
suit in supporting, or even permitting,
if she could prevent, the driving of
the occidentals from China would cep
tainly be looked on as unpardonable
For one thing, at the very start, says
the New York Times, it would snap
the alliance with Great Britain. The
British government would be forced
to regard such an offense not merely
as a failure in friendliness but as an
act of flagrantly ho.tile import. Ane
her grievance, though greater in de
gree, would be of precisely the same
kind as that of Germany, France, the
United States and Russia.
Training the Boy.
saw you punishing your boy to-
day. What was It all about?"
"I caught him in a lie."
"Oh, well, you can't expect I boy
to tell the truth all the time."
"I know, but when he doesn't tell
the truth I want him to be bright
enough not to be caught at It."—Cath-
olio Standard and Times.
"Him" Was No Dago Because He Had
Some Uncles Who Were
4 Co ps 7
There might be room for argument
over the proposition that the trade ot
profession makes the man; but in cer-
tain cases there could be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex-
traction, says Youth's Companion.
A worker among the children of
New York's slums was endeavoring to
get together a class of boys for the
singing teacher at her settlement
Happening upon a little boy hanging
about a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment worker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the class, asked him 11
be would not like to join. The child
grinned and seemed willing.
Then the lady espied another boy,
still smaller, Intent Ike had not no-
ticed at first. He, too, was hanging
about the fruit stand, and evidently
belonged with the other.
"Oh, and your little friend there."
she said, pleasantly, "wouldn't he like
to come and sing, too r
The first child's coloring spoke in-
disputably of Italy, although his speech
smaeked of the Bowery. The smaller
boys hair was also dark. When no
reply ease to her question, the lady
went on talking, trying to ingratiate
herself.
'Your friend is Italian, too?" she re.
marked, interrogatively.
At this the little Italian stared hard
at the lady, then broke into flueci
speech.
"Him," he exclaimed, pointing to the
smaller child, "him a dago?" Tfier
with a derisive laugh, "I guess nit!
W'y, him's got three uncles wut't
cops!"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
But Possession of It Did Not Weigh
Against Her Chances
for Relief.
A little girl at a recent Christmas
entertainment in one of the college set
tlements talked grandly to visitors
about "our piano" Pieces played or
the piano to amuse the children evi
dently brought the subject to het
mind, relates the New York Sun.
One very practical wom-n who con
tributes much to the supeort of th•
settlement heard the child's remarks
"It seems to me," she said, rathet
censoriously to the head worker, "that
a child whose family owns a plant
Isn't really suffering for need of help
There are plenty who are really is
need, and I don't think it right tc
exclude them in favor of one who
owns a piano."
Seeking out the child, the heao
worker questioned her clo-ely.
"Did you say you had a piano at
your house?" she asked
"Yes, indeed," responded the' child,
cheerfully.
"is it yours or your mother's?"
"It's mine; Santa Claus brought it
to me last year"
Light began to dawn on the settle
cnent workefs brain.
"And how large is your piano--as
big as that?" pointing to the upright
In the room.
"Oh, no. mine is a teentv weente
bit of a one, just about so high," and
the little girl leaned down and meta*
tired a distance of 12 or 15 inches
from the floor.
It turned out to he a child's piano,
presented by the settlement itself a
year previously.
TOWN SAVED BY FOREST.
There Have Been Instances Wherein
Planting of Trees lies Done.
the Work.
Baby forests are some of Uncle
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been done for same time in Nebrae-
kit. and now a new nursery is being
planted in'.failfornia near Santa Bar-
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the ell
mate there will be grown and in abeut
two years the seedlings will be ready
to be transplanted to their permanen•
locations. The upper water shed of
the Santa Ynez river now is quite be-e
or sparsely covered with chaparral.
This is the water shed which supplied
the town of Santa Barbara with water,
and It will be the first scene of attempt
at reforesting. Good forest growth ts
essential both to preserve the water
and to avoid the washing down of slit
If uneheeked this would ruin the res-
ervoir. The enterprise is one phase ef
the national endeavor to induce and to
conserve the rainfall as well as to dis-
tribute the resulting water by me irri-
gation work. Italian irrigation has
bean termed the most economical in
utiliz;ng water supply, and the most
highly developed system of adminis-
trative control. India's system is acid
to illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale, and America's yierds
the most rapid deevlopment.
Buffalo in New York,
New York city has in its zoological
garden a herd of 35 hisone, survivors
of the herds that once trampled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the United States government as a
gift The plan is to put them in the
Wichita Forest reserve. Bisons do not
thrive in a city park, but the govern-
ment herds nearer to a wild State are
increasing. The American buffalo may
be saved from extinction, after all.
Z1940141...4.
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ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.
SOME INTERESTING SECRETS
OF THE TRADE
taker of These Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Man-
ufacture.
In the Crowded Car.
"There's ode thing I notice about Mr.
Sulfisch when he rides," said the
horsey girl, "he bounces up and down
in his seat—"
"Huh!" interrupted the observant
girl, "whenever I see .him riding he
just bounces dowa In his seat and
Wee behind his newspaper."—Phila.
delphiti Press.
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"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
high." said the artificial leg maker. "It
is a beauty, though, isn't it. I venture to
say there isn't another one in Philadel-
phia like it, on or off, and it's as light
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg in the air. He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an indis-
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
onne in awhile his face beanied eith en-
thusiasm.
"They all come to Philadelphia for
them, too," he continued. "We've cus-
tomers from all over Europe, Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg makers
in the city—at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg mak-
ers at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadelpela leg maker,
purveyor to kings, queens and govern,-
ment officials, took a little time to show
the specimens around the room. They
were fat and thin, long and short, grace-
ful and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in corners, accumulating the
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks,
so light and airy that they were wafted
to and fro in the breeze.
"You see," continued the leg maker,
"we know how to do things now. We've
got the secret all right. First they chop
down the willow tree; then we cut out
the legs. It takes a heap of flexible
leather to put the tendons in the right
place. See that spring in the ankles?
That's made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one 'on a man you could
tiOt tell the difference. Then the
Pihole thing is covered over with fine
pink enamel. Looks natural enough,
don't itr At this juncture a rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
jour, weighing nearly 300 pounds, en-
6red. He looked smilingly complais-
ant as he lighted a cigarette and shook
hands with the leg maker.
"Can you rush an order for me,
double quick?" he asked. "I've come
through a tough fight," he went on.
"You know I always travel with a
bunch of legs and coming up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman ear
was burned and all four *f my legs
were last. I only saved the one I had
on, and now you've got to get to work
to make another set for me double
quick." With an air of languor and
ease the big man stood to have himself
measured.
"Do you know who he is" ques-
tioned he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
is the son of one of the richest women
in the United States. He lost his leg
through disease, and he always comes
to Philadelphia to have his sets made.
Plain, ordleary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around in, but
he's got fine leather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
-Do many of them go in on such a
wholesale plan?" was queried of the
leg maker.
"Heaps of them," he replied. lacon-
ically. "Some of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one young
man in this city who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the best
dancer of Irish jigs in the town. He
was a good dancer before he lost his
leg, and he's all right yet. No; we
have no lady attendants. We ought
to hey& though. What's the reason?
Oh, because there is not one woman
in Philadelphia that I can find who
knows the trade. Pity, too, because
there' t money in it. A good leg maker
ought to make at least $25 per week.
• "There are six or seven men in mile
lie life, well known, who wear atti-
fleial limbs. None but their intims
friends and families know it, however.
One young lady in Philadelphia wlo
led a number of dances lag winter
hag an artificial leg. It Is easy to
waltz with one after you learn how to
use them.
"Oh. yes, artificial leg making is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as a fine carpere.er,
doing up banks and public buildings,
Wild one day I went into a place in Nev
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend In distress. The maker was a
doctor, strange to say. He sized me
up and I sized him up, and in a short
tinie I was under contract to work
for him. They can't steal our patents,
either, for it's as hard to make an ar-
tificial limb without years of learning
as it would be for some tinhorn maker
to produce a Stradivarius."
Does It?
Ste the maid.
She is fleeing in anger and mortifia-
Ion to her own room.
Her dearest friend has been talking
about her—has told somebody that she
gas a sharp nose and a muddy com-
plexion—and the somebody has told
her.
She locks herself up, pulls down the
blinds, throws herself on her bed, and
weeps, and weeps, and weeps, and
weeps, all alone.
Yet they say misery loves company!
—Chicago Tribune.
The Emir's Capital.
it is reported that the emir of Af-
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way in which
the present emir , and his immediate
predecessor have been manufacturing
guns and machinery the country
eround Kabul has been denuded to such
an extent that fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which'
the emir is reduced by the want of
wood that it is imperative that a new
site should be obtained, and this will
probably be found in the wooded slopes
of thewmountains farther north.
Some Other Resat
"Well, Jones, did you get the ap•
pointment?"
"No, sir; they appointed some othe,
rascal in my place."—Tit-Bits.
A Delinition.
"Pa, what is experience?"
"Experience, my son. is the com-
p extreet of the result of DUMB*
in,' —TOwn Topics.
What He Seed.
"Good morning, Mr. Austinburne,"
said the editor as the poet entered the
sanctum. "Some more of your blank
verse, I suppose?"
(We use the word "blank" that we
may not shock our readers by repeating
the real expression made use of by
the unfeeling editor.) — Cleveland
Leader.
Needed the Honey.
"Say, boss," said the ragged indi-
vidual, "are you a philant-ropist?"
."Yes, my man," answered the well-
groomed one, "I believe I may say that
I am." •
"Dat's wot I wuz afraid of. Kin yer
put me wise to some common gent that
would give a poor devil a dime?"—Cleve-
land Leader.
Her Choice.
Brother—Yes, I like Jack well
enough, Minnie; but how did you ever
happen to marry a man a head short-
er than you are?
Minnie—I had to choose, Fred, be-
tween a, little iran with a big salary,
and a big man with a little salary.—
Tit-Bits.
Definitions.
"What," asked the blunt person, "is
the difference between a cynic and a
fault-finder?"
"A cynic," answered the man who
always pretends to know the answer,
"is a faultfinder who smiles and
speaks grammatically.' — Washington
Star,
Not So Dangerous.
Bill—I hear Phil is • - the hospital.
Jill—That's right.
"Football ?"
"Oh, no, nothing as dangerous as
that; only struck by an automobile go-
ing 30 miles an hour!"—Yonkers
Statesman.
Name.
"Well, the congregation have be-
come so fashionable that tney won't
stand for the old name any longer.
They want something modern."
"What will they call it"
"I don't know, but I should think
the Church of the Holy Limit would
be about right."—Puck.
Prepared.
Mrs. Sharpe—I am going to meet
my husband in town to-day to select
a carpet for the drawing-room.
Mrs. Quaine—What do you want
him with you for?
"Well, if I don't like It afterwards
I can say it was his fault."—Cassell's
Mere Cabbage.
Stinjay—How do you like the cigar.
old man?
Wiseman—Well, they might hnv•
been good once.
Stinjay—Er—how do you mean?
Wiseman—Boiled with corned beef
—Philadelphia Press
A Losing Game.
A man may drown Mn grief. In drink,
Or try to drown th• m If he choose,
But they'll come back an hundred fold,
Also the bill tnr all the booze,
—Houston Post
REMEDY.
•
Howell—My knees are very weak.
Powell—Get a lighter girl.—Brook.
lyn Citizen.
Batter Side Down.
He—Why she doesn't know OD
which side Ler bread is buttered!
She—Well, if she'd just let it fall
on the floor she'd soon ..nd ouL—Yon-
kers Statesman.
A Woman's Secret.
She—How do you know her engage.
ment is a secret?
He—Why, because. all the women are
talking about it!—Yonkers Statesman.
Hard to Understand.
Yeast—Do you understand your wife?
Crimsonbeak—Sometitnes, but when
she talks with her mouth filled with hair-
pins, I can't.—Yonkers Statesman.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
41••••••••10.
If you want y.ur clothes cleaned5
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street I bass
the nicest line (..1 samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWY E R—
Will practice in all courts 4 Kemp
tucky.
EXCURSION
St Louis and Tennessee River Pads.
et company—the cheapest and bee,
excursion out of Padot.‘h.
$8.0C im the Round
Trip telennessee river
and return.
It Is a trip of pleasure, modal
and rest; good service, g tab
toed rooms, etc. Boats ,e (tads
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. S.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
He Stuttered.
Bacon—And is he the kind of a man
who calls a spade a spade?
Egbert —No, he's the kind who calls
a spade a ep-sp-a-a-alle.--Yonkers States.
man. • .0
Modernized.
John—Chatterton is very fond of cri-
ticising his neighbors, isn't he? •
Joe—Yes; for a person who resides in
a conservatory he indulges in an extrav-
agant we of projectiles.—Casleirs.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to g a. TM: 1 to 3 p. m., 7 to 9 p.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone s88 at the office, hod.
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 1710.
Residence, gig Broadway.
Phone 14g.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Red
FLOURN 0 Y & REED
LAWYERS
Roo= Io, ix and is, Columbia Mg.
PADUCAH, ICY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, 'se
Nest hPifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone Aga
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone es.
Paducah," Kentucky.
J. K. HENDRICK. J. O. MILLEN
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms s, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both ohoees ST.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT !LL DRUO
STORES.
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
• TVLEPHONE NO. 444.
_.4
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Atto1nev4t-Lan
Room No. 5, Criumbia
gib
OWiNG to theadvance in
price by the manu-
facturers of Huylers
Candy, it will be
sold hereafter for
STRICTLY CASH.
MTHERSONS
Drug Store.
LOUIS
CI
SPECIALS'
FEBRUARY 24
Northern Irish Part:toes, per pk 20C
.3 ehltr glebes Oats for 25c
3 bagi fine Table Salt for roc
4 lbs. Country Dried Apples for 25c
2 CUM Iferndell Swe:.t PCOLS (or. 25C
3 Cans 15C Virgin Sweet Corn  25c
2 lbs. Coking Figs for 15C
3 lbs. Grits for roc
2 tbs. Chopped Hominy for roc
Nice ,Lemons, per doz. roc
CarSnento Asparagus, per can  3oc
!i? late Small apples for 30c
ac glaze jar Pure Preserves for  15c
: lbs. Lima Beans for 15c
3 Fancy Fat Mackerel for 25C
2V21b. Can Fell1C1C11 Salmon  25C
• MS. Brick or Limberger Cheese 35c
Imported Swill Cheese, per lb  15c
lb. Fates Grated Pineapple for toc
lb. Singapore Pineapple, chunk roc
Heinz Sweet Pickles, per qt.  25C
2 Th-pint bottles Feendell catsup 25c
Pure Hog Lard, in balk, per lb _toe
2 cakes Jap Rose Soap for  15c
2 bottles Baby Elite Shoe Polish 15c
2 cakes Rising Sun Stove Poliah.x52
2 roc pkgs Dunham Cocoanut _est
bottle Heinz Gold Medal Wor-
chester Sauce for 20C
3 CAM Thistle Peas for 40c
Itis. Dry Shrimp for salad  25c
_,-115 can Mutton Coop Tomatoes roc
:sot jar Assorttd Preserves for .3oc
t qt. jar %Sweet Mixed Pickles  25c
Chas. Snuth's Sugar Cured Hams,
per lb. ralAc
FOR RENT—Three rooms for $8,
and two famished, refuns complete
for ,aigbi Aso.torkeepitrg 'for $12. Apply
1246 Broadway.
FOR SALE—One gentle mare;
an ychild can drive her Apply to
S. C. .Vaufehan.
PERSONALS.
Mrs. Jan ••Martion, Ky., is
visiting her son, fireman James, of
tilt jecksoti •streiet."
MT. NWallo,oe 'has gone to
Louisville 'on buainens•
Cornmonwaith ,i ttorniey John G.
Lovett Ls' he e from
'Mr . ,C,. g4, S Louis
%rifle this M.O. ling 'on
Captain S. K. Halo* in Wishing -
ton, D. C., on bustoes.
Traveling Auditor A. CarlSon„.  of
the Wt. oru. Union, T'eggapli io,ffice,
was„loxe yes.,erdaar vlsiiting,, the dif •
fOrtintt +offices • over Able ,coutary.,
Ifticifestior, 1,earry„Gilhert •yesikerda2,••
went to Mobi e, Ala. t ataend Mac-
di Gras, : ,• • , •
Mr. 1>ave Iteeves, of _Benton, een
furiitd hoirrelythenday. •
M. parrees Cook. and .daughtee,
Mary, of Nas: ville, Tenn., are visit-
in the forms: sisters, Misses Illa
and Mitt brother, Engineer
Ed ,Nart.• •••
Mears. Josephiatiker '-and J.
Netiffer left' yesterday •oni their totir
of the 4. C'.• s,yisrtim.. They are-as-
Aistants Ito thz ,nperintendent. ,of
machatery for at road.
Mrs.' John W. Turner, of Mtniu
pins, 'Tenn.', •(has' arrived- to' Visit Mts.
W. J. Hills. ,„ • •,
Mr. J. E. -Bergen wenr to Mayfield
yesterday morniritto keit over their
new 'telephone plant.
LOCAL NOTES
—The Mardi 'Gras traffic bound fOr
New Orleans through here is. com-
pelling the 1. C. to put on extra
trains, it is so heavy.
—It is understood that petitions
..re being circiriated around the city
requesting the school board to re-
move Prof. Ragsdale as principal, of
the Fourth and Ohio street building,
where several weeks, ago dae profes-
sor j,`-rgiyble with Edward Morgan
about MS.! hitter's boy.
—Pearl Hesidon, the pretty li-
ner-odd orphon.:girl, in, chaege of
Rev. Chile", hes. beep taken by Mrs.
George Weikel, .0f..r733 Monroe to
raise.
Agrentof..A.O.. Maus., of the I.
C. system, s ,confiaed at the local
railroad willb lever.
--e-7Dite..eteatnor KeetuCky yesterday
brought out of the Tenu(ssee river
a •heavy •car go of pelts .taken from
otter, beavers, coons, ,etc., by the
trappers who are now. doing a big'
!Artiness up that waterway.
—The firma employing plumbers
have signed up a new yearly contract
with the men., wino get a raise fr
$3.50 to $4 per day, provided their
union doe's not affiliate with any
other organized body.
—Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Ander-
son, of Arcadia, are the parents of
a fine girl baby, born Thorsthay
FOR RENT—One room for office
or rooming over Coulson's. 'Strain.
heat and bath. Apply to I. I). Wil-
cox,
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of thc
United States, of good Character and
temperate' habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
OUR
Cold
Cream
A Cleanser—'
Not a Cosmetic.
Removes every particle of dirt,
dust, soap and impurity from the
skin, ope,alng the pores and al-
lowing the rich, red blood to
flow to the surface. .
VERY HEALTHFUL.
I/VW not turn rancid.-25c for a
jar or 75e for a pound.
We knew it t Pin boo$00
we make it. '
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Druggists, Fifth and B'way.
TiCitt Phones 175.
la
TOOK MORPHINE
MRS SAM GORDON GULPED
DOWN A BIG DOSE YES-
TERDAY.
Found ip Her Room on Second
Floor of Eating House on Ken-
tucky Avenue.
Yesterday afternoon about 5
oielock Mins. Samuel caudon took
morphine in her bedroom above dr
boarding and oaring house, at 206
Kentucky avenue, but she was saved
by Drs. Bass and Stuart, who work
ed with her for an 'hour or two.
The woman ka the wife of Driver
Samuel Gordott, of one of the wag-
ons for the Georgie Robertson ice
esitablislinteivt, on lirc-.1way between
First and Second steer s. It is said
she was tired of living add procur-
ing the drug yesterday took quite 2
large dose of it. She vvas found in
a serious condition and doctors were
immediately suneiw•ned..
The stomach pump and eine. ics
were used and her body quickly T -
1 ieved of its dangerous contents,
with the result that wan brought
around to sift ground.
She is a woman -abont twenty-five
yet1:1:4 of age.
AILING PEOPLE.
Father of Mr. ,Stokes Payne Not
Very Ill.
Mouth and Eyes Covered With
Crusts—Face Itched Most Fear.
fully—Handsk Pinned Down to
Prevent Scrafthing
MIRACULOUS CURE
BY aCUTICURA REMEDIES
"Mimi my llttle boy was sir months old, he
had 00201an. The sores extended so quickly
one Ow whole body tkat we it once 4140 1*
the doctor. We then
relit to' mother doctor',
belblts meld aot help
Mau bt eat ditsPak
Ws went to a third one,
Meteors became so bad
that he had regular
helms in his °beaks,
huge enough to put •
finger into. The food
had to be ittven with a
spoon. tor his mouth
nuis wowed ,with crust&
as thick as a finger, and
Whenever he opened the
mouth they began to
sad euppurate,
lIdelse his •7•IB.
Hands, ars* sheet, and
badb,to abort the whole
body, was catered over
sad byte. We had so
'rest by day or art.
'Whenever he was aid
In his bed, we had to
pia, his heads down:
lams° otherwieetish would
scratch 
make sa think his face lutist
hare Ilebsim.at s,
mad I had maul. u
with tha child to
meld 
% 
kelp,
that
• 
 
sea°
air might care hints was to be
pot _nada, good medial] ems there. Bit,
Lard be Waned, matters awe diifereutlY,
eel we soon eaw a miracle. 'A friend of ours
zVairaabeut Cutioura. We mode • trial withlimas Ointment, and Resolvent, sad
width tea days or two weeks we noticed •
&sided improvement. Just as quickly as the
siskams had appeared it also beg.* to die-
and withia ten weeks the child was
bsslutoIy well, and ie aids was smooth sad
white as never before." P. Robrath, Presideat
of the O. L. Rohm* Oompimy, Manufact-
urers 01811k Ribbons, 4 to Si Risk
SONO 6.1906. Booth 21121411b6111.
Cancun Cow Oninairt, saisline ineedd
almiltiointeMtaa=avar"..g."
'Mr. Stott/es Payne, of LaCenter, ar-
rived in the city yesterday morning
on bannerol, and states the report
was erroneous where it reached. here,
stating -his father was dangerously ill
at his, house there of pneumIonia. Dr.
Payne is suifering from a deep and
severe cold and is confined to his
room, but is not anyways seriously
Mir. Pete Stanley is able to be out
after a ten day's confinement with
Painter Russell Scruggs fell be-
neath a train at Fulton and was in-
jured probably fatally. He formerly
worked here in Paducah for the Sex-
ton, paint firm.
LOST—Gold Ineeetot, three ennare
topaz stones, one large in center and
two small on side. Return is J. J.
Bleiob, 22i Broadway.
lbC=2.0
„THE RIVERS,.
'Cairo-15.7, tient*.
Ghatranteiga---es:''rising.
Cincinnati—m.9, -rising.
Evansville—So; rising.
Florence-3.1, rioting.
Otitoditig.
riiiing.
Gartivei-6.5,
Nhehrillie-9.o,;
rittsburg rit .
Davis Island Da
St. Loins—it 2, rising.
Nlt. 'Vernors-7.6, rising.
Poducah—&o, standing.
There gets away dais raftertioon• for
the Tennessee river the steamer Ken-
tucky. She gets back from that stream
next Thursday niggle
The Nellie Willett has gone to
-Menrphie with a big tow of coat for
the branch office maintained there by
the West Kentucky Coal company.
The stqamer Buttorff /eaves
Nashville tioday and get, here to-
morrow. She then lays until nuclei
Monday before departing for Clarks-
ville.
The Harvester has left Pittsburg
and is now en route here with a big
fleet of loaded coalboats filed with
coal -for the West* Kentucky Coal
cornpairy.
There leaves today for •Evansville
the steamer Plan S. Kopkins,. She
does not con* back again until next
Tuesday.
The Frank Gilmore left yesterday
for Louisville get a tow of empty
barges and carry thetn to Pittsburg
after coal for the ,West Kentucky
company here. /
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
ycskrcliay and come-s back, here again
tomorrow to lay imtil Monday be-
fore departing again for that city.
The steamer Clifton has gone to
Pittsbarg with a tow of empty coal-
boats. She will, load'ilhein and bring
the fleet,here for the West Kentucky
company at Second and Ohio streets.
This naorning at eight o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler skips out for
TRIM EMMA ENGLEB1;:piTts
ON LITTLE BOI• PECIALS!
14111:1)
a-xb an fancy Beets ,  toe
Fancy.. Tilk.Yellehee „ r 1, 
3 Fame Pie 
4 cans ,te,Itilard çpr 
-‘e.••• • • • ••,a5
3 cl!last .Y. Fi11/11-Allfie.•PRrP, 35C
Fapcy Reindeer GreRa Magi ,A9C
3 caw+ 31110,1Rn • •___• • • • • • • • RN
3..th earl Bartlett Pears
3 boxes, Searchlight 1#144772
4 lbs. Fresh Sada Crachtrei • • • ,a,Pfic
2 pkgs. Sarategra„frlakers Ty,
3 pkgs.. Grablen rerailatata
3 pirge.••Vanilla •Wafers 4, 41 • 4.. • • OS
Fancy Premium Rolled .4amia
tbs. Michigan, Navy Besets
Fancy Apple*, per peck ..
Fancy Lemons, per dok •-• ..41411340
Fancy Navel Oranges, per dot
Fancy Bananas, per dos, . is9c
Ibis. Cod Fish 
3 Ms. -Pearl Barbey
3 bats Brown Mr Soap IOC
12 pkg.': Arrnoitela Wash-powder ase.
5 bars Wool Soap  / •  DOC
Fancy Michigan Potatoes, per pit' soc
White Dove' Flout, per sack ..1.7ec
Fresh Country Biggs, 'per doe ..z114c
J. M. Eitglert will have a four-
home load 'of Fresh Turnip Greene
and country Hog Jowl for sale at
our ittOrst. '
ENGLERT
BR./ANT
Cairo and comes back trnight about
it o'clock.
General Manager Badkk of the
West Kentucky coal company, is
verting the' old Nevi. into a
ics the company will use at the
foot of Ohio street. He is rho
having constructed a new boat, the
Reaper, at Marietta. Ohio. It)aill be
one of the triimenest (wafts er sent
afloat around here, being 135):26 and
equipped with the 4atest improved
apertertenancee. • It will be some
weeks before the steamer is com-
pleted, when she will then be used
for towing purpaies.
The Peters Lee gets hn-e tomer•
row en route down to Memphis-
ironi Cincinnati.
Captain Frank VVIagner is expected
back today or tomorrow from Hick-.
man, where isik went to see how his
boat, the Charleston, is corning on.
An yet wort has 1101 reaumed on
the dry docks, Supt. Young Taylor
stating yesterday that he found it
very dull an nothing doing. The
pliant has been closed down for sev-
eral weeks now.
"HOODOO" DOCTOR.
Charge Against Him Was Continued
Over Until Today.
Robert Smith, colored, was ar-
raigned before Judge Sanders yester-
day morning in the police court and
there continued until today the case
charging him with obtaining wroney
under false pretenses. He is the
"hoodoo" doctor W110 sold Aloha
Wiley, colored, a bag she was to
hold in her hand for four days, and in
that manner cure the rumor afflicting
her. She gave him $2.5o for it.
There was continued until today
the warrant charging William Albrit-
ton, colored, with being a member
of the gang which broke into the
saloon of bent Jones fifteen months
ago and stealing some whiskey and
other things.
The Ramsey society of Broadway
M,. E. church will bilaie..** Pale 51
cakes, candies, etc., serifs* 0310tt
L. R. & Co., Saturday, Feb-
ruary 24.
 elealreleellellernillienegennererre 
THE KENTUCKYs
TELEPHONT 548.
Matinee and Night, Saturday, March 3
B. C WHITNEY'S Picquant Musical Mixture
NEW YORK CAST:
Herbert Cawthorne
Harry Watson
Sam,,Mylie
Chas. Pureell
Harry. Griffith
Robe, 'Kane
Lech& Leigh
Seale Forester
Mattie Martz
Peances'llavaere
Lillian Gorman.
Isle
OF
Whistling
Twenty 1
Song Hits'4
and
Unique
Dances
icó
Rook by Allen Lowe and Geo. E.
Stoddard.
Music by Jerome and Shindler.
Staged by Gus Sonike
ORGANIZATION) OF 75 PEOPLE.
15o NIGHTS IN NEW YORIt. tso NIGHTS IN BOSTON.
aso NIGHTS IN CRICA601.
PRICES—Matinee, soc, 75C and koce Children sic,
NIGHT PRICES-2ec, 35c, soc, 75c, $t oo and $1.$0.
Seats on sale Friday, 9 m.
•
For Sale.
i,000 loads of dry heating and cook
stove wood $L25 per two.borse load
delivered promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.
Bell Sons, 433o South Third Street.
Woodmen Ball.
' The W. 0. W.'e will give a
at Flower's Hall M•ondiay night,
26. 'Admission so cents, ladies
Ev,crybodv invited.
bal
Feb
free.
Pkoulay Night,
February 26
HAMLIN & Mitchell
Submit to Your Pleasure the
Wizard of Oz
SUPERB SCENIC PRODUCTION.
LARGE COMPANY,
IcilIAGNIFICENTLY COSTUMED,
NEW SONGS,
CATCHY MUSIC,
NOVEL DANCING
Prices 25, 35, so, 75. $t and $i .o.
Seats on sale Saturday 9 a. m
Tuesday Night
Febrvary 27
.171
EDWARD C. WHITE
Presents
U MILDRED n
nCILLAPII,
In the Romantic Drrmai
THE LILLY
AND
THE PRINCE
Prices for this engageneett 25, as,
so, 73, $1 0 and lb so
Seats on sale Monday 9 It en
All Kinds Monuments and General Cenietery Work (Um
Green River Stone
BEST STONE Did THE MARKET for Monumental and
Btakfing purposes, es it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Great PacifkSPECIALS FOR
10 Bars Star Soap and pound. of 25c Ceffee !cr sac
Elgin Creamery Butter !b, 
g- bottles Heinz Ketchup 
3 lb. can Tomatoes 
2 packages Oats 
2 packages Spaghetti or
bfaccaroni for 
2 packages Jello for 
Silver Cow Cream, 3 cans
•••
27c it can Early June Peas 
 fic
25c 1 3 sacks Salt tot
toe 3 packages Quaker Puffed
15C Rice 
1 25C bottle pure Syrup for  
15c :Pure Horse Radish, bottle 
isc Jumbo Pecans, per pound
 roc 'Large English Walnuts, per
can Winchester Corn .6c pound SC
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
Phone 179 333 Areadway.
ONLY, TEA STORE IN THE CITY.
ADMAN 
PROMPT DELINE Ye
r 
COA taw 12c Bushel
BothT-'elephones2l4.
Lump '13c Bushel
Foot of
OHIO
Street
• .
est Kentucky Coal Co.
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